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The Murray Ledger & Times
Volume 98 No. .?6 In Our-98th Year Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, January 20, 1977
CHECKING THE METERS-Joyce Gibson and Gerry Requarth of the Murray Natural Gas System are checking the tele-
metering equipment installed at the local office to measure the daily flow of natural gas itt-the city. Gas Supt. Tominy.
Marshall said today that conservation measures in the cif); have eased the short-term problem, but that the longsrange
situation is still critical.
Sian Mato b Oavid Hsi
State Council Defers Action On ..----iallommeaVans and-mdustnal
15 Per Copy One Section — 12 Pages
Conservation Helping,
But Long-Range Gas
Problem Still Exists • ,
A massive natural gas conservation regular scheduled time. argued that higher - but more realistic
program is helping the short-term - Extra class activities which- - prices would lead to more
situation at the Murray Natural. Gas require heat would be held to a ploration and greater supply.
-4111-critica"c4"'"*Marshall. 
ehardedirthat' ,System, but the long range problem is -minimum. - 
te-fetat. Totiorty- - ReConunened temperature with gas suppliers were holding their
schools in session includes: classrooms Product off the market in a move 'to
Wednesday was the first day of a and offices - 68degrees; MiddleSchool force rPmnval of the federal. -Price
large-scale voluntary cutback auditorium - enough heat to keep controls and boost their profits. •
program, and the usage for that day, as water from freezing; gymnasiums -65 The majority of the House decided
well As the preliminary figures for degrees; shower and locker rooms -70 wrongly last year, and the harm from •
today, shose,:the image itt, the CitX, of; --clegreesr atitt --That no
ay isilowir-The mills& a ,• grees; corn ors an 'restrooms - 60' by—deciding wrongly. or slowly this
included viluntary shortened 'he-us for degrees,. • year," Hubbard said.
It is time to do what we ought to
have done years ago - that is to let
natural gas find its own price on the
open market _so that supplies and
demands can be reconciled."
Hubbard conceded that deregulation
could lead to appreciable increases in
the amount that consumers must pay
for their gas. But he said, 'The
situation should be presented in terms
of how much more we pay or how much
auffer_if_thecriais is.tuitsolvecLI!__ 
The bUllithàt Hubbard.-.and---øt
retail bu nesses and ' governmental
offices a id voluntary conservation
invisures ly residential users.
The short-term problem_is only part
of the ove all crisis, however; as the
city still fa4es huge fines for overruns if
the conser4ation measures are not
continued.
There are two ways that the city can
•••• be fined. Ma ,shall explained. One is on
a daily basis;k. if the 6,600 million cubic
feet daily maximum is exceeded. So
this tras' not 11apRiled;-. due-to
ettbacks.
- The second way is if the city exceeds
Veterinaiy. 'Education Program 
its five-month allotment. a possibility
The state Council on Public Higher
'Education deferred action on a
cooperative veterinary education
program for Kentucky at its meeting
held in Bowling Green Wednesday.
----- •-The cowiciltolditrstato---egtutia---
stair-- of Kentdcky's shortage of
veterinary serviced in its large-animal
industry. A staff report had recom-
mended the council implement the
• planning sequenee on the 'veterinary
- education proposal-
The staff had proposed the creation of
a committee to study the feasibility, of
building one or two - clinics where
students from out-of-state veterinary
schools would be sent for Practical
experience. •
Murray State University has, been
--MU-tiipting..filget itself established as a -
site for iietetinary education for more
than two years. An attempt to establish
a school of veterinary medicine at MSU
was defeated in_t_t 1974 session of the -
Kentucky Generaf-A.ssemb13..
Kan- Spencer, assistant -to- MSU
president Dr. Constantine Curris, said
this morning that the council's
deferring of action on the proposal
would probably mean that action will
be delayed at leak .until the July
meeting of the cauncil. -
that looms very real at the present
time.
This is the basis for_the continuing
conservation measures. If the city does
overrun its five-month-allottnent, The
fine could run into the hundreds- of
thousands of dollars, This fine would
In other action involving_.Mueray__ Q..hospread among. the natural-
State, the council denied a proposal-to. gas users, in a niethod which would
establish a . medical records ad- . have to he determined by the Murray
ministration program at the-university. City Council. The cost per customer
The MSU board. of regents had ap- would vary according to the method
PrOved estatatalunent.of-the-prograted-tonsalte-im--the-fiim- but itwould
here, however ,the council determined definitely affect each user.
that an additional such prograth Wis' That situation Li the mein problem
not necesalry for Kentucky schools, , faced by the gas system now.. "We're
Spencer said. just trying to _ protect • our customers •
• - from a huge fine, one that will have to
Harry Sparks Is Named Nevv------aeldPle
Chairman For Red Cross Drive
"Just one of  the many -services
provided by the Calloway County Red
Cross chapter is greater (when.figured
monetarily) than contributions
collected during one year's fund drive,"
--Harrylts 'the newly nimed Red
Cross Fund Drive chairman. or 1977
said.
Dr. Sparks added that the services of
the volunteers to the Murray Calloway
County Hospital is figured- as costing
$11,000 in value and that is only one of
many such volunteer services provided
by the local Red Cross chapter. -
In the year's first quarterly meeting
of the board of directors of the local
chapter this -week: -Harvey Ellis,.
chairman of thg committee to choose
the 1977 Fund Drive chairman, an-
s._ eel__ that- by-his --eomnsitteela----progress-
,
Sparks _ had accepted . the aps--
pointment. Ellis will head the fund
drive to begin in March in the rural
areas.
'The-16r for this year's drive is
Mrs: Jean Blankenship, executive
secretary of the local chapter, relayed "
the report of Mrs. Glover, service
chairman of hospital volunteers, to the
board. The report revealed that 32
persons are currently providing
various volunteer services at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
.Mrs. Blankenship also reported that
110 certificates had recently been
issued for the completion of the
several first aid courses offered by the
chapter. In addition, the chapter
handled 13 service-to-military cases; 23
service-to-veterans cases; and 62
civilian cases during the Iastquarter of
19767- '•
• Sid Easley presented a report on the
long range planning committee's
e ip a sat t at the
Red Cross office, winds-le-roc-a-fed on
the second floor of the Court House, will
be open from 10 a.rn. until 3 p.m. during
the_crilical period ii1.40111pFtenee Witit- 
the local .energy conservation effort. 
• 610,664. For emergency assistance, 24-hours
Number Of Nonworkers4
Locally Above Average
Of Calloway County's male
population over age-16, how many are
non-workers by choice? .  
How 'many Of them are not in the
labor force and are not working, ppt
looking hir work, not albbled and not
going to school? _
• As in most sections of the country,
their number is increasing, year by -
year. Based upon the latest figures
from the Conuneree Department and
the Departmentof Labor, there are now-i
approximately .,2,000 Mee locally, in
this inactive category. Of the total,
some 810 are under :65 and 1,190 over•65.
They constitute 18.3 per cent of the
area's male population over age 16. The
average nationally, by way of com-
parison, is 14:9 per cent.
Most of them are people who have
private Siourcekof income or whohave
aequired sufficient, reSources or
financial support to enable them to get
along without working.
There are. some people who are
unable to work because of physical or
mental -handicaps. There are also a-
number of people who could work but
don't choose to, relying on the rest of
society to provide for them.
Throughout the United States as a
whole, there are now close to 15 million
men in this non-work, non-school group,
according- to the latest finditigs:It
compares with 13 million in 1970., The
majority of them are retirees.
A recent. Census Bureau report in-
dicates that there has been a steady
decline over the years in the percentage
of older, men who remain.in the-labor
force. leahews- that only 72 per cent of
those over 6a are still on the active rolls;
as against 42 per cent in 1940.
In Calloway •CountY, approximately
23.6 per rent of the men in that age
bracket are now working or are looking
Rir eio-Ht
. As for the others, the ruin-workers,
what keeps them going financially?
Their major support cow.. from
privatrand public perisTa- funds and
from Social Security.
In addition, . many men reach the
retirement stage with cash savings,
income-producing securities, life in-
Saralice annuities, .veterans benefits
• ,and other assets.
daily, persons should-call-753-49957
"In case of an individual or city-wide
emergency, the Red Cross will hel"
Mrs. Blankenship said.
Members Attending the meeting,
which was postponed a week due to
inclement weather, were: Holmes
Ellis, chairman; Dave Dickson,
_4414
Dr. Harry M. Sparks
chairman; Sid Easley, treasurer.
Jenny Gordon, secretary, Carole
Kahan, publicity cliairman; Henry
Holton, Harvey'Ellis, rester Nannes
and Stuart Poston.-
TODAY'S INDEX









Comics ..  10
ssifieds  10,11
Deaths & Funerals 12',
ssss --••,;
Partly Cloudy
Begorning partly cloudy tonight' arni
Friday. Lows/tonight in the mid teens.
,Highs Friday in the mid 30. Nor-
thwesterly winds diminishing f r,n 20
miles an hour .tonight.. 
Precipita 
tion
chances TO per cent tonightd 10 per
cent Friday. . ... ..
by the gas users " Marshall
added that with the current
conservatioir measures,- there is no
dariger that businesses will be cut off,
and certainly no danger of residential
cutoffs.
School Beard-Meets, _
The Muriay City School board met in
special session Wedneiday to consider
the energy situation, and adopted
several suggestions for so.naervation of
natural gas during the emergency. • ,
-,,These.stiggestitins include&
During this emergency all schools
will operate on a Vs hour d %a/4_1Na_
will begin one hour later than the
regular opening time, and close at the
- Recommended temperatures
when school is not in session: Monday
through Thursday, thermostats turned
back by dismissal time to 60 degrees;
on Fridays, or days that school would
not be in session, thermostats should be
turned back to their lower limit.
- It is everyone's responsibility -to
see that outside doors and windows are
kept closed. n-
It was pointed out at the board
rne,e_UPR these __Le.caumiended..
temp_eratures are exwted ,to
ma simian limits, and that when
possible, thermostats would be turned
- back even lower.
• Hubbard Joins Effort
In other action on the, energy
situation, Kentucky Rep. Carroll
- Hubbard said yesterday he is joining an
effort to remove federal controls from
natural gas -prices as a ,way
alleviating winter gas shortages in the
stale. ,
Hubbard arid three other
congressmen, led by Rep. Robert
Krueger, D-Tex., called a press con-
ference to announce their deregulation
plarrand-eloppuneethelast Congress-for
narrowly defeating it.
A year ago, itru- eger's bid to
deregulate natural gas prices lost by
four votes in the House. Ktiieger
congressmen plan to introduce today
would allow distressed pipeline firms to
purohase gas on amemergency basis, ,
.free of the federal price controls, for up
to 180 days. It would also ban new ,,
contracts of natural gas for boiler fuel
use, and it would /rant. priqrity use of
natural gas for agricultural fertilizer
and chemicals over most other in-
dustrial users.
On the local scene, most Murray
- businesses and offices were-observing
-- the request for voluntary cutback of
store hours or a ten a. m. to three p. m.
basis. The request was made Tuesday,
and includes all city and County
ugsreinnsvistal the county'
library, health center. encl. others op a
mandatory basis by proclamation of
the mayor and county judge, and retail
businesses on a voluntary basis.
Ke Battle With
Winter Continues Today
By The Aesociated Press
Kentucky's battle with- winter-
weather continued today as a new
. storm dumped up to three inches ef.
fresh snow across the stale. There was
one advantage to this latest system,
however-- teMperaturts- tnbved well
above zero for the first time in about a
_week.
National Weather Service stations
across Kentucky. reported overnight
Fire Destroys Home
Of Alexander Family
Fire destroyed the home of Mr. and The Calloway Fire-Rescue Squaa was
Mrs. Steve Alexander on the Penny- called to the scene. The flarnes lighted
•
lows in the teens, a vast improvement
Uver_the_aubstra_readings earlier nee..
week. ss
The slightly 'higher readinga -., .,
however, didn't give the state much • -
relief from various problems that
popPed-iiji difingThe exterdeel P-ei-ia -- 
of frigid weather.
- Motorists who earlier this week had
trouble starting"- frozen engines were .
better able to operate vehicles today;
but found  that-highways across the
state were .covered with snow. State
police- reported many minor accidents
because ofslick streets.
The NWS forecast through the
--weekend lent sm -encouraging-note- to - - -
freezing Kentuckians, calling for highs
Friday through Sunday at or above
freezing, with-some areas expected to
Airport Road- last night about 11:1b. the sky -and area casting a very ra 
reorteerhthira1iiigintht 46--
fronthalt-Wereaild.— -- . -rifaile - Iii-aiiii-more items from the
. glow fii the entire area. Attempts were'
' -iasv-buerrtuch-afIlielce a fi darce4Thaf-- - -
1 tirTeiative neat 1:vave will probably
°My a few .clothes and a desk in the
The fire Was reported to have started house, but the flames were too. intense 
.'-has strangled thoroughfares and
in the upstairs and soon spread to the to enter the house. . 
• parking-areas for almost two weeks.
downstairs.sthiewas-the-fornierlfohn-- - - - Thte-48-4140411" home AtuttAtle-beer -1-31)at-tb2wIng-uill-bm-Part"4"4-----
R. Davidion• hOmeplace, located .about destroyed by fire since the snow and icy 
welcome in the Covington area, which
one-half mile north of Highway 121,- . weather conditions have been in the 
- ON already • established an all-time .
Coldwater Road. ' 
area. The home of the Rev. and Mrs. monthly 
snowfall record of 23.7 inches
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander and her Harold Smotherman at Harris Grove - 
be
brniled on January 10, and the home of . through. 
But the snow appelfred to be .,
just 
r a the latest system moved
mother were, home at the time of the
fire, but Mrs,_Alexander's two children, Mr. and Mrs. Fil Boston at 305 -North 
 fe 
minor annoyance to the northern .
Lisa and Larry Cunningham, were not -- Seventh- Street, Murray, . burned on 
Kentucky area that a few days ago
at home when the flames broke- out in January '12. Also some trailers in the 
shivered through low readings of minus
-
the house.. The bedrooms for Lisa and area have been reported burned, but no-
• .24 and minus 25.
Larry were upstairs. _ other details are available. • - . 
;See Weather,1Page 12t
/ I • 1., r.
March 1 Deadline Is Set For
Stuart Fellowship Applicants
A March 1 deadline has been -set for Previous recipients . were Katie,
students to apply for the Jesse Stuart- Paschall of Puryear, Tenn., and Doris
Fellowship for 1977-78 to.be awarded by Neese= Case of LaCenter. ..
Murray State University in honor of the - ' Dr. Robert H. McGaughey, chairman
preenup Coiinty author, poet, and of the Department of Journalism and
educator. - • I--.-Ftadi-Television... is chairman of the
It will be the third Stuart Fellbwship , selection committee. He said ap-
awarded by Murray State. The.' plicants are considered on the bases of
recipient will receive $3,600 if a the suitability and .-fesibility of the
graduate stialeilr or $2,440...iLlan ian-‘ written proposal, alonglarith academic
dergraduate student. - Any student who - backyard-and-recommendations-.
plans to attend Murray State during tither members of the committee,.
.,.r eampult "thlieirnsdireetorof - - -11-29 :- A *anthblogy - of ̀ atitslanding
1977-Ve_membes eligible to apply. (-,g
rul'mttee -of English; ,Dr:Kei 
, are: Dr. Ron Cella, associate professor Writing Workshop, on the campus July _
A 
will select the Stuart Fellow for next Special gollections in. the University„ student w rk is .published by Murray
musts submit a written 'proposal 
year, no later than April 15. Applicants . ibrary ; '.. Sue Brown. ‘ assistant State, from'each three-week worltsp. '
ofesior - of ,Eruglish: an Martha • Stuart holds an honorary Oki r of
-, -knowledge .- eompati e with - the • , 1 gtime kienaptStuart.
outlining . plans to elire. a field of er, director of placementarid a . Pedagogy degree from Murray State. It
- was awarded lb 1968 as one Of the first
writings, philosophy, or interests of The :Stuart Fellowship- was • rip honorary degreeS-ever conferred
Stuart. established in the fall of 1975 at Murray by-the University.
State upon the recommendation of. Dr.
Constantine W. Curri.s.....a.s furtheri
recognition of the erns& relationship
between the -university, and the
mountain man of Easterd Kentuck
who is'known around-the wbrld for his
writings. -
Stuart, whose, collection of
manuscripts, papers, and memorabilia
is housed in the three-room Jesse Stuart
Suite---in-- the- --eampus library;
duct the seventh Jesse Stuart Creative
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corrimunrrv
k CALE n DAR 
Thursday, January 20
First Baptist Church Baptist
Young Women will meet at the
.home of Mrs. David Smith at
seven p.m.
Ardine Nel,son, Ohio State
University, will lecture on
photography at 7:30 p.m. in
Room 423, fourth floor, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU,
with no admission charge. The
public js invited.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet with
Marsha Horton at 1503 Car-
dinal Drive at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Women of the
Moose are scheduled to meet
, for executive session at seven
pin-. and business session at
eight p.m. at the lodge hall.
Purchase Area Fellowship
will meet at the Graves





Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will




will meet at 6:39 p.m. at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter' of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, January 29
Welcom,t, Wagon
Newcomer- evab will meet at
First Cl: ("Jan Church at 7 : 30
-p.m.
_
Hazel Woman's Club will-




senior high band members..
will start at Murray State with
practice from eight a.m. to ten
p.m.
MSU Symphonic Band,
directed by Prof. Paul
Shahan, and MSU Jazz Lab
-Band-, &reeled by Fred-.
- Raymond Conklin, will per-
' form at eight p.m. in Lovett
auditorium. No charge and
public is invited.
Regents Hall Council Leap
Year dance will be from eight
p.m. to midnight -at Beshear
gymnasium, Student Center,
MSU. This is an open dance.
) ,
Shopping day for Senior
Citizens will be at 9:30 a. m.
and 12:30 p. m. Call 753-9725
for transportation.
Meal for senior citizens is
scheduled to be served at




Blood River Acteens has a
Studiact Workshop scheduled
atOiarry  _Corner Ha--ptist
Church from ten a. m. to two
p. m.
Concert by High SchooCI
Honor Band- frorn Quad-Stafe -
will be at Lovett Auditorium
at 10:15 a. m. No charge and
the public is invited.
Saturday, January 22
Meeting cancelled of Alpha
Department of the Murray
Woman:s Club.
Gospel singing featuring
Hinson Family, Florida Boys,
and Dixie Echoes will be at
Jeffrey gym, Calloway County
High School, at eight p. m.
Sponsor is Fraternal Order of
Police.
AQHA Show, sponsored by
MSU Horsemen's Club, will be
at Livestock and Exposition
Center, College Farm Road,
starting at nine a. m.
Percussion Ensemble
Clinic, conducted by George
Gabor, Indiana -University,
will be at one p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium, MSU.
MSU Brass Choir concert,
conducted by Prof. -David
Elliott, will be at 4:30 p. m. in
Lovett Auditorium. No charge
and public is invited.
•fr.
Workshop on "A Potpourri
To Make and Take Creative
Teaching Aids and Activities"
will be from nine a. m. to 3:30






Reception for Mr. and Mrs.
Anthony Rutledge, who were
recently married, will be
held at the Community-Room
of the North Branch of the
Peoples Bank of Murray from
five to seven p. m. All
relatives and friends are in-
vited.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will have an installation of
new officers at the Masonic
Hall, Main Street, at two p.m.





square dance for the benefit of
retarded citizens of Graves
•
•
Reception Planned Here Sunday
For Couple Married January 8
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony
Rutledge who were recently
married will be honored at a
reception on Sunday, January
23, at the Community Room of
the North Branch of• the
Peoples Bank of Murray,
North Twelfth gild Chestnut
Streets.
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend the reception
ceremony.
A program of.nuptial music
was presented by Donald
Johnson, organist, and Ber-
nard Turner and Betty Ed-
wards, soloists. Directing the
wedding were Dorothy
John:son and Vivian Turner.
MA. Rutledge is the former
Constance Cromwell,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Wm inthortv Rutledge
to be held between the hours of
five to seven p.m. Hostesses
will be the members of the
local Women's Progressive
Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Rutledge were
married Saturday, January 8,
at the Hartford Avenue
Baptist Church, Detroit,
Mich., with the Rev. Charles
G. Adams officiating at the
Baugh and
Rutledge.
The groom's father served
as best man for Mr. Rutledge.
GroOmsmen and ushers were
Christopher Cromwell,
Dwight Rutledge, and Robert
Rutledge„The ringbearer w_as
Charles Edward Harris. -
Following the church
, aeeremony a reception was
held at Detroit in the Hill
auditorium of the Hartford
Avenue Church.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Rutledge are now residing in
Murray where the groom is
associated with the Rutledge
 Home.
Richard D. Evans of Detroit,
Mich. Mr. Rutledge is the son
of Pete Rutledge and the late
Havana Rutledge of Murray. -
Serving as maid of honor at '
the wedding was Cordelia
Cromwell • with the
bridesmaids being Charlotte
Cromwell, Arlette Griffin, and
Annette Williams, and the
flower girls being Nickie
.. •
Series Of Coffees To
Be By fr 'omen's Society
A series of coffees at various
homes of the members have
been scheduled by the Murray
State University Women's
Society during the period of
January 25 to February 5.
• Franc-et Matarazzo, general
Chairman for the coffees, said
the hostesses will be con-
tacting those placed on their
guest lists by telephone, and
any member who does not
receive a call should contact
her at her home.
' The schedule is as follows:
County will be held Sunday, Tuesday, January 25, 10:00
January_23,fromtwo-to-five-pr—t-0-1-1-30 a n1, at-the-
m. at Longfellow School, Bonnie Jones, 1608 Keenlanci
Mayfield. -
The dance will be sponsored
by the West Kentucky Square




Callers will be from Cape
Girardeau, Mo., Central City,
and other areas. Admission
will be a 13:00 minimum, and
fifty cents for spectators. The
public is invited.
Diane Spurlock, 1007 Poplar
Street, with Helen Hogan-
camp as cohostess.
Thursday, January 21, 7:30
to 9:00 p.m. at the home of
Debbie Newell, Route Eight,
New Concord, with Naomi
Rogers as cohostess.
Saturday, January 29, 9:30
to 11:00 a.m. at the home of
Anita Lawson, 1501 Johnson
Boulevard, with Sandra May
as cohostess.
Thursday, February 3, 10:00
to 11:30 a.m. at the home of
Louise Sickel, 101 South
Eighth Street, with Francoise
COMPANY SUPPER
Fish a la King
Rice Bacon Sprouts
Apple Pie with Cheese
BACON SPROUTS
Interesting and unusual.
8 of 19-ounce package -
Irozen Brussels sprouts
Bacon
Cook sprouts ac4rding to
package directions; drain.
Wrap a-piece of -bacon t 20r-of-a-
slice cut crosswise) around
each -sprout ;- fasten each-with a
toothpick. Arrange on a rack in
a broiler pan and broil about 4-
inches from high heat, turning
once, _until-bacon is cooked—
about 4 minutes on each side.
Remove picks. ) Cut any very
large sprouts in half lengthwise





Drive, with Janet -Kirk as
cohostess.
Wednesday, January 26,
7:30 to 9:00 p.m. at the home of
Saturday, February 5, 10:00
to 11:30 am. at the home of
Mary Jo Johnson, 1709
Johnson Boulevard, with
Martha Pitman. as cohostess.
Installation Of Officers Tofle
Held for The Rainbow For Girls
Miss Susan Cates of
Mayfield, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Cates,' has been
elected as worthy advisor of
the Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for
MISS SUSAN CATES
Girls. She is a, freshman
student at ,Murtay State
University and resides in
Springer Hall.
The new worthy advisor will
be installed to head the
Murray„,Assembly on Sunday,
January 23, at two p. m. at the
Murray Masonic Hall on Main
Street. A .covered dish dinner
will follow the installation.
Miss Cates has chosen Mrs.




Up To 50% on
-
Sileor - Chlna • .Joss Pottery Copper 8rass Candles Tin - Cords
Wood-- Sculptures Pictures Jewelry 'Soaps • lode Pewter • Wicker -
Zig *pedal @crash:in, Itb.
Mormon -Baskets -Figurines Carvings Turquoise
A
121 Bypass - Murray, Ky. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. — 753-3111
Supreme Deputy Inspector of
the Order of the Rainbow for
Girls of Kentucky as her in-
stalling officer. Other in-
stalling officers will be from
Louisville, Murray, and
Smithland. Mrs. Helen Berry,
worthy grand matron of the
Order of the Eastern Star of
Kentucky, will be present.
All friends and splatives of
Miss Cates are 'invited to




The Alpha Department of
the Murray Woman's Club has
cancelled its luncheon
meeting, scheduled for
Saturday, January 22, at noon
• at the club house. - '
Mrs. June Smith, chairman,
said the meeting will not be
rescheduled due to the
weather conditions.
CANDY DELIGHT
Candy; is a delight, one yofi
shouldn't deny your children. i
It's a source of fine taste and
quick energy. Just don't let
candy crowd essential foods
from your child's meal..
Dentists object to sticky
sweets that cling to the teeth.:
A remedy is frequent brushing




A baby boy, Dusty Rae,
weighing seven pounds fifteen
ounces, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Larry P. Burkeen,
Dexter Route One, on Thur--
sday, January 6, at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
They have one other son,
Yancey Leigh, age three. 0
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Rufe Barkeen,. Jr.,
Dexter Route One, and Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Underhill,
Murray Route Seven. Great
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Rufe Burkeen, Sr.,
Dexter Route One, and Mrs.
Ruth Wallace Futrell,
Murray. Great great grand-
mothers are Mrs. Dolly
Lovett, Hardin, and Mrs. Effie
Futrell, Murray.funeral
fls: Sturm Is Hostess
For DAR Chapter Meet
The Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of
the American Revolution met
on Saturday, January 8, at
1:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Paul Sturm on Meadowlane.
_Mrs- _John J. Livesay..
chapter -regent, and Miss
Maude Nance, vice-regent,
were unable to stay for the
meeting which was conducted
by Mrs. John A. Nance,
treasurer.
The chaplain, Mrs. Max
Hurt, led in repeating the DAR
Ritual. Mrs. Nance led in the
pledge of allegiance to the
American flag. Mrs. Leon
Grogan gave a brief and in-
teresting talk on National
Defense.._
At the close of the meeting
Mrs. Sturm served delicious
refreshments.
Those attending were Mrs.
James Byrn, Mrs. Leon
Grogan, Mrs. Price Doyle,
Mrs. Max Hurt, Mrs. Clifton--
Key, Mrs. Carl Lockhart, Mrs.
Corinne McNutt, Mrs. John A.
Nance, Mrs. Alvin Clark, Mrs.
Paul Sturm, members, Max
Hurt and Paul Sturm, guests.
The next meeting will be
Saturday, February 12, at
twelve noon at the Murray
Woman's Club house for the  
Good Citizens luncheon. A
program of patriotic music
will be presented by Mrs.
Robert (Marie) Taylor.
If .you're looking for ways to stretch the food dollar
while creating interesting flavor and texture com-
binations in dishes, try "Sombrero Specials/' This new
leaflet contains recipes for Crispy Chicken Ole, Cheese-
Onion Enchiladas, Tacos American Style, Sausage Stuf-
fed Peppers, Fiesta Pearl Cookies and Monterey Jack
Bread Pudding to mention a few. Get your copy by sen-
ding a long, stamped, self-addressed envelope to Som-
brero Specials, c-o United Dairy Industry Association,
6300 North River Road, Rosemont, Illinois 60018.
MALE, FEMALE
PAY GAP WIDENS .
WASHINGTON i AP) — Worn-
-en made up only 5 per cent of
the workers earning $15,000 or
more in 1974 and the gap be-
tween the earnings of women
and men has nearly doubled in
two decades, according to The
Earnings Gap Between Worhen
- The publication . released by
the US. •Department - of- Labor
reports that in constant dollars,
taking inflation into account,
the gap increased from $1,911
in 1958 to S3,431 irr 14374: •
'two primary factors that
have contributed to the widen-
ing gap are cited: the contin-
ued concentration of women in
low-skilled, low-paying occupa-
tions and the dynamic rise in
women in the labor force,
which has resulted in a larger
proportion of women irf or near
the entry level r of jobs.
-
The first Congressman who
-had first been a president
of the United States was
John Guincy•Adarns!
e are. plea.seol 1,, announce that lit. and
Haley hare sfillecled their china..
'gainless and crystal from our camplete bridal
rytp,trN.




Mrs. Peggy _Carraway is
now associated with the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home in





from Murray High School and,
attended Murray State
University, am is a member
of the Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi where she
has served as corresponding
secretary and is presently
serving as vice-president. She
has been a Girl Scout leader,
and is a member of the South-
west PTC.
She is a member of the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ and has taught in both
the Pre-school and Primary
departments. She is currently
serving as secretary for the
World Bible ir School
Correspondence Program.
Mrs. Carraway, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John L Williams
of Murray, is married to
Tommy Carraway, son .of
_Mrs. Sue Wicker and the late
T. C. (Chig) Carrmvay. They
have one daughter, Karen,
age 12, who attends Southwest
Elementary. The Ciirriiways
reside on Murray Route One.
Kenny Imes and Tommy
Walker, co-owners of the firm
said, "We are pleased to have
on our staff a person of such
high values and integrity as
Mrs. Carraway. She is a
valuable asset both as an
assistant timers' director and
embalmer providing a'service
where a'woman's assistance is
indispensable"-'
LOOK-ALIKES
Bacon buyers: which do you
check first when buying
bacon. . the Pride- orth-F----- -
package weight? It's a good
idea to check the package
weight first then figure the
cost per ounce of the bacon.
Don't confuse a 12-ounce
package with a- 16-ounce
package. . . they look a lot
alike!
Thru Wed.
CIAIPAP I 17:30, 9:30 ± 2:30Sat., Sunl
If °ilk the,, knew
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By Abigail Van Buren
Grandma Tired of
Entertaining
DEAR ABBY: Approximately a year ago you ran an
article about a mother who never made her own
Thanksgiving or Christmas dinner. Instead, she went to
her mother's or mother-in-law's. She wrote to say that she
wishes now that she had developed her own holiday
celebrations.
That letter was terrific. If you could publish it again, it
would be a great help to a lot of people.
-Relieve-R--or--not-, 4 -am a- grandmother -vrho- wishes-my-
Married children would make their own holiday dinner and
invite me as a guest.
Sign nte...
PAID MY DUES
DEAR PAID: It wasn't hard to find, and here it
!SEAR ABBY: I've been reading your cplumu for year*,
ancTaround holiday time someone always asks, "Should we
go to HIS mother's or to MY mother's for Thanksgiving
and Christmas dinner?" Your answer has always been:
"Why not alternate?"
Abby, my husband and I struggled with that problem for
years, and we resolved it according to your suggestion.-
Both sets of parents lived nearby, and it seemed the only
fair thing to do. So for 22 years, we spent Thanksgiving
and Christmas in parents' homes instead of our own.
It never dawned on us until this year -as our children
are ready to strike out on their own-that we never
developed our own holiday traditions. We-always went to
Grandma's for the holidays. She insisted on doing all the
cookinkberself, and then she complained for months about
how much work it was and how tired she got. When we,
her daughtersand (Laughers-in-law-, asked4f-weeould bring
something for the dinner, she wouldn't hear of it. When we
brought food without asking her, she refused to serve it,
so we finally gave up.
I realize now what a high price I've paid over the years
for peace in the family. I wish I hadn't.
Abby, please urge young married to dare to have their
own holiday celebrations in their own homes. Suggest that
they invite their parents and grandparents, who might
even be relieved to be finally free of the burden of
entertaining three generations.
* rSign me... ' ,Y 
DOING MY OWN THING
DEAR DOING: Thank you, for in excellent letter.
Perhaps it will inspire others to "Do their own thing," too.
It makes a lot of sense.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "FOR CENSORSHIP": I agree,
there is an excess of garbage passing for "literature" these
days, but this is what one great American champion of
human rights had to say about "censorship" 175 years ago:
"I am mortified to be told that, in the United States of
- America, a question about the sale of a book can be carried
before the civil magistrate. Are we to have a censor whose
imprimatur shall say what book may be sold and what we
 moybuy?
"Shall a layman, simple as ourselves, set up his reason as
the rule for what we are to read? It is an insult to our
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Nurth I- ink
11(1nN Dinners, Events Held Dun
.
(' aring Von,r-) -
By Mrs. R. D. Key
January 4, 1977
Well 1976 has come and
gone. Just wonder what will
1977 be. . Here's wishing
everyone a prosperous and
Iappyne.w YW,
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
and Mitch returned home
Sunday morning at 1:30 from
Texas. They said they had a
wonderfte time. They also
visited Bro. Sykes' cousin,
Ewell (Mutt) Calloway and
family Friday night for
supper. They had 72, degree
temperature while there, but
came out of sumrner into
winter-storm of snow on their
return to Puryear.
Bro. and Mrs. Sykes and
Mitch and Bro. and Mrs. 'Terry
14:e_ .and by. _had _& ham..
breakfast with Mr. and Mrs.
R. D. Key on December 24 and
dinner-on- December 25,
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins and Kenny, Mr. and
Mrs. Tommy Jenkins, Mr. and
Mrs. Milford; Orr and Terry,
Mrs. Jessie ..-PeseitalL -and—
Howard Morris were dinner
guests of Mrs. Bertie Jenkins
on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key,
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee and
Tabitha, Mr.. and Mrs. Henry
Sykes, Mr. and Mrs. Tony
-Sykes and son, Bryan, visited
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
on December 24.
Mrs. Myrtice Nance and
grandson, „Billy Nance, and
Mrs. Ara Nance visited And
Wicker Tuesda-Y-.
Mrs. Cooper Jones visited
Mrs. Rertie Jenkins Thursday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. George
Whitford of Chattanooga,
Tenn., visited Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Paschall , who have
just built a beautiful new
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins visited Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Cary Thursday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
visited Howard Morris and
Mrs. Jessie Paschall. Saturday
aftenioon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Paris'h
and children visited Mr. and
—1Wfs. -Wens Jenkins Wilt-
day.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hayes
were dinner guests of Mr. and
Mr Chzartes Psecrhall_all
'Sunday.
Miss Iris Key Of New
. Orleans, La., and Mrs. Ruth
Key visited Mr. and Mrs.
Glynn Orr on Thursday.
Bro. and Mrs. Glynn M. Orr,
Riclue and Bryan, visited the
.1). Keys #aturday af-
ternaan and went on to Mr.
and Mrs. Glynn Orr's home -
for supper.
Mrs. Mark Paschal). visited
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Van-
_4kt Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Pok Story,
Mrs: Tiple Hayes, and Mrs.
Opal Kuykendall visited Mrs.
Chester Weatherford and
-daughter, Louise, in Mayfield
on January L
Mrs. (Me Wilsolt has been
confined at home since
Christmas with a cold.
The members of North Fork
presented their pastor, Bro.
James Phelps, with a nice
monetary gift for Christmas
along with the nice gift they
gave Mrs. Phelps. for her
birthday.
Douglas Vandyke is not as
well and hp.s been confined at
home since Christmas.
Mr. and Mrs. Julious
Whoalow took Aneil Wicker to
Jackson, Tenn., Thursday -to
get the cast off his broken
ankle.
Mr. and Mrs. Maburn Key
visited Mrs. Ovie Wilson
Sunday. Her guests on
Tuesday were Mr. and Mrs.
Clerris Wilson.
11. D.. Key _and 4erry lope _
go to Memphis, Tenn.,




Osro Butterworth of Murray




Nancy-Artirsave of Murrill' -






FOR FRIDAY, JANUARY 21, 1477
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast




Nursery 5 • -
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Doughty (mother
Bonita), Rt. 1, Farmington,
' DISMISSALS
Mrs. Velma E. Birdsong,
Bx. 137 Hardin, Mrs. Beverly
Ghan and Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Bx.
498, Murray, Mrs. Virginia L.
Harrison, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Miss Kellye L. Geurin, A23
Fox Meadow. -Trailer It.
Murray, Mrs. Shirley M.
Miller, A-0 Coach Estates
Murray, Mrs. Poory Hashemi,
103 N. 16th. St., Murray, Miss
Frances P. Wassener, 209 So,
16th St., Murray, Ivtrs. Rhoda
J. Bacum, 727 Riley -Court,
Murray, George E. Dowdy





Baby Boy Taft (Mother
Barbara ), Rt. 2, Bx. 242,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Toni B. Bohannon and
Baby Boy, 1703 Johnson Blvd.,
Murray, Mrs. Judith L.
Burkeen, Rt. 5, Bx. 272,
Murray, Mrs. Sally A. Futrell,
Bx. 665, Murray J. D. Geurin,
• kj_ 2 :
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
An excellent day for making
new contacts, putting unique
ideas into action. Influences
also favorable for romance and
travel.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) -
Don't mix pleasure with
business and don't try to force
issues. For the present, it will
be better to let things take their
course.
GEMINI
'May 22 to June 21) fl°19• -
Don' t lisen to what others say
when you have reason to believe
that the source is questionable.
Stress your good judgment and
objectivity.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
In both job and financial




(July 24 to Aug. 23) 1244
A relatively easy day - onCe,
you get the gist of trends and go,




(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Stress quality rather than
quantity in your efforts. Get
TODAY'S matters out of the
way before seeking further. You
are adept at squeezing out the




Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
""'You have instinctive know-
how in many areas, but may
tend to get off the-track noW, go
off unwisely on tangents Be
alert - and avoid.
SCORPIO
( Oct 24 to Nov. 22) In,
Brace yourself for some






We're Overstocked Due To
Inclement Weather! Save Today!
Winter Coats
OUR REGULAR
70.00 TO 250.00 COATS
90 4
I 
."100 130 _ TO IV //
We're overstocked on winter coats due to the
inclement weather. Prices have been drastically
reduced..our loss, your gain! Select from the








Were 341 00 each in oar 197i Fall liq INA
Built 2 steel 'wit. ;nd 2,1...1155dvr ,nrfl
liened ,derrt-linard Nt•IIIhr -ire- m.11i and daddot In
a- nre' 'MI. Int-of tred.1..n Idr .rnad Or
It- all hell, dad a I  II I
s. hairier son olrisr
Call Sears today to, the tire la 6 yellr (a, al a ate., swags,












Call c, '.eer, 00,f '^dir iv a bait e r, r a




• •cort 11 (41.10c D,re • De yr, and ,m,.111,tio,
§:r a ICS $104,. CATALOG SALES OFFICE• SOuthside Shopping Ctr. 753-2310 .
4.
K. Dalton, 306 N. 4th. St.,
Murray, Keith, F. Bliler, 301
Corbin Paris, Tn., Mrs. Dora
M. Bucy, 625 S. 4th. St.,
Murray, Miss Amy B. McKee,
509 Beal, Murray, Mrs. Mary
J. Johnson, 1709 Johnson,
Murray, Mrs. Lydia A.
Russell, 701 Franklin Dr.,
Paris, Tn., Miss Vickie G.
Hutson, Rt. 1, Bx. 109,
Springville, Tn., Mrs. Wanda
J. Bailey, Murray Manor G-1,
Murray, Rex F. Oalloway, 308
Oak Dale Dr., Murray, Miss
Donna J. Williams, 408
Spruce, Murray, Gregory „G.
Roberts, 901 Meadow Lane,
Murray, Lester H. Paschall,
Rt. 1, Hazel, Ryan K. Cleaver,
Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray,
Mrs. Zitell M. Cooper; at. 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Eula Nanney, Rt.
1, 31mo, Vestal B. Janes, 1320
S. Miles, Union City, In.,
Garland C. Wadkins







Mrs. Arasteh N. Telirani
and Baby Girl, 916 College
Cts., Murray, Mrs. Shirley
Lamb and Baby Girl, 404 S.
10th., Murray, Miss Marilyn
M. Arant, Rt. 9 I.C. Ave.,
Paducah, Mrs. Mary A. Clark,
801 S. 16th,,, Murray, Parvin
Hill, Rt,. 5,pox 286, Murray,
Mrs. Donna K. Cross, Rt. 2,
Calvert City, Arthur Craig,
Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tn., Charles
L. Boss, "Rt. 2, Murray. ,
outwit it.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) seckir
Financial matters now, have
an element of risk, -so make
your moves slowly and
deliberately. Personal -rela-
tionships, however, promise to
be exceptionally congenial.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 6.1
You may have to revise some
views, revamp a pre-planned
program if you are to attain the
goals you desire. But do this
efficiently and good results are
certain.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. /91
Watch and' it before you
engage in new undertakings,
but do not hesitate where real
advantages are obvious. A
somewhat mild day, but tricky
in spots.
PISCES
Xt:f(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) •-"
Personal relations accented
now. In fact, a comparatively
new acquaintance could be
responsible for a complete -
and better change in your
outlook.
YOU BORN TODAY, in the
first decan of Aquarius in the
Air Triplicate, are an unuinally
versatile individual, outgoing in
personality and extremely
industrious. You are an ex-
cellent judge of character and,
wile preferring to _associate
with those who are highly in-
telligent, get along with person.
in all walks of life. You tend
• toward impulsiveness bin many
of your undertakings, 'earned
out seemingly without any
thought or pre-planning- •
whatsoever, turn out amazingly
successful. You are unusually
creative and could carve an
ou4tanding career in writing,
*Ming or interior decorating






REG. 11 00 TO 46.00
LESS 1/3 MORE!AND
Save on skirts, pants, shirts, tops, sweaters, blouses,
jackets and blazers in the season's most wanted



















REG. 28.00 TO 68.00
LESS 1/3 MORE!AND
Save now on sensational winter dresses in one, two and „-
three-piece styles. Available in junior, au.ssy and half-
sizes. Buy several and save!
4
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EDITOR 11,
A Long Way From
Plains To Washington
Its a long way from Plains, marked- in the beginning by
Georgia, to Washington D. C. loneliness. There were no
and the strength of a man can reporters, no cameras, no
be measured by the path he secret service people nearby
takes to travel there. For when Jimmy Carter first
Jim-my Carter, that road was walked up- and introduced
one of hard work and deter- himself to countless voters.
mination. It's the same road This style was unheard of for a
that- has-been traveled for more- --presidential- napef-til,-laut, _
than two hundred years in this Jimmy Carter, 'there was no
country. By people who could other way.
-see in hardships, freedom, and --During ffefirst-three montM
in obstacles, opportunity. Those of the campaign, he, his wife
men and women literally built Rosalynn, and their family
visited over 40_states. No crowd
was too'small. They talked and
listened and discussed the
issues, in barber shops, gas
stations, factories, union- halls
and churches, before civic
groups, at livestock auctions.
The first test came in Iowa,
then New Hampshire, then
Florida. On March 16th, he won
Illinois, the first breakthrough
in a major northern industrial
state. And that victory string
He chose instead to attend the
U. S. Naval Academy.
Eventually, however, he
ended a promising career as a
naval officer to return to the
land, resuming the work of his
parents, and. their parents
before them.
Jimmy Carter prospered in
Plains, Georgia. His small
farm grew into a small
business, and his small
business grew into a larger,
more profitable seed and farm
supply operation. It wasn't
easy, though. It took years of
sunrise to sunset days. It took
hard work  it_took _a com-
mitment 'to succeed.
It would have been easy for
Jimmy Carter to shut himself
up in the world of -his own
success, but he chose -not tb
take the easy road. He saw' past
his own hopes — his own
dreams. He looked at his
• community and saw their needs
as his needs, their hopes as his
hopes. Jimmy Carter became
involved: as a deacon and
Sunday school teacher in his
church, as chairman of the
school board, and as a state
Senator. And after a hard-
fought campaign Jimmy Carter
was sworn in as Georgia's 76th
Governor in 19'70.
If there were still any doubts
left as to what road Jimmy
Carter was traveling,_lie.p_nderl
them With this statement in his
Inaugural -Address: "No
Georgian should ever again be
.deprived of the-opportunity for
a job, an education, or simple
justice because he is poor,
rural, black or not influential."
As Governor, Jimmy Carter
turned to the task of making
those words a reality. He
pushed through reorganization
of the state's bureaucracy. He
vastly increased state services
to the poor, the deprived and
afflicted. He relentlessly fought
special interests, and launched





Jimmy Carter saw that
people had access to a govern-
ment that once had isolated
them. He led with strength
against opposition to progress.
Jimmy Carter proved that
government can serve ef-
fectively -when managed ef-
fectively.
On December 12, 1974,
Jimmy Carter officially_
became a candidate for the
Democratic presidential
nomination. The.determination
and self-discipline which helped
Jimmy Carter build suc-
cessful farming business would .
also see him through a long and
difficult campaign, a campaign
-this—nation -from the land,
nurturing a dream with
dedication and the sweat 'V
their brow. The seasons, have
turned to centuries now, but the
traditions they planted continue
to,grow.
Jimmy Carter's roots go deep
into the dark red soil of south-
west Georgia. He was born and
reared outside the small far-
ming community of Plains. But
Garrotes Galley
This Weather Ain't Nothing
To Loal's Storm On Iceland
By M. C. Garrott
.Loal Cole of the WNBS radio staff
knows what it is to be in cold weather.
Back in 1953, Loal was in the Air
Force and involved in ferrying aircraft
back and forth to the U. S. from North
Africa. On his way back to North Africa
one winter day, he landed at Reykjavik,
the capital city of Iceland. Only six
slays befere_he had been in 130-degree
temperature in i•io-riii-Africa, but it was
well below zero when his plane landed
at Reykjavik that day.
Shortly afterwards, the temperature
began to drop rapidly. Warnings came
-in of a ,severe winter, storm. All, the
planes were put in hangars and
everYtliffig loose was tied down. •
"During the night the temperature
went to 68 degrees below zero," he
recalled, "and the last reading of our
wind velocity instruments recorded 182
miles per hour before they were blown
away."
Allowing a chill factor of one-half of a
degree for each mile-per-hour of wind
velocity, that would add a minus 91
degrees to the 68 degrees below zero on
the thermometer for a chill factor of 159
degrees below zero. That would freeze
the entire anatomy of a brass monkey!
. like many young people,, To make matters worse, the storm
Jimmy Carter decided againgt continued-Throughout every had lodged a huge iceberg at the very
continuing the family tradition. crucial primary state. Jimmy end of the runway, prohibiting its use.
So, Loal and his other crew members
had to stay around Reylijavik for six
mdile days while the Army Engineers
blasted away, at the iceberg with
dynamite and heavy artillery until it
was broken up enough to permit the
planes to take off over it.
++++
The coldest weather I was ever in was
at Minneapolis, Minn., early in 1964.
When our -plane landed about -3 in-the
afternoon, it Was 13 degrees below. I
was wearing a light topcoat and a little,
snapbrim hat. It didn't feel like I had
anything on, though, when I stepped off
that plane! That was before the days of
the "chill factor." We just knew it was
COLD!
We were staying at the Radisson
Hotel in downtown Minneapolis. We had
a sales meeting scheduled there the
-following day. It got cold
- The next morning while listening to
the news as I shaved, I heard that the
temperature outside the hotel was 29
degrees below zero. I had never been
out in weather that cold, and almost cut
off my nose shivering at the very
thought of it.
When I went down to breakfast, I took
riny light coat and snapbrim hat along.
My- bds-is -was waiting in the dining
room, but I told him to go ahead and
order. I Wanted to get out on the street
for a few minutes and see how it felt to
be in weather 29 degrees below zero.
And out! went.
+ + +
I walked around the block before
returning to the warmth of the hotel,
and! didn't venture out again until the
time came for us to leave for the airport
and the flight back to St. Louis' balmy
25 degrees above.
The folks in Minnesota know how to
dress for that kind of weather. The
women I met on the street that morning
Carter had taken his message
to the people. And in the final
analysis, it was his decision to
enter every primary which
gave him his party's.,
nomination on July 14, 1976. The
morning after his nomination,
Jimmy' Carter chose Senator
Walter Mondale as his vice
presidential running mate.
With a united Democratic
party, his family and a large
and. loyal group of campaign
workers behind him, Jimmy
Carter now began the final
struggle for the highest office in
the land. He knew what had to
_b_e_ done Crisscrossing the
nation for 111 grueling days and
sleepless nights, he turned to
the people once again. He
talked of change, of com-
passion. He talked about
honesty and openness in gover-
nment. He talked about trust
and competence. The people
listened. The people heard:
In the end, the people made
their choice. They elected
Jimmy Carter, the farmer, the
businessman, the dreamer, the
fighter. He met the test
Americans derliand of their
President.
At noon today, Jimmy Carter
took the oath of office outside
the-Capitol steps. „After the 35
word oath of office and after
-Vice President Mondale took
the oath., _President Carter
made the Inaugural Address.
The theme of the Inaugural is
"A New Spirit, A New Com-
mitment, A New America."
Let us center our thoughts
and prayers around the reaf-
firmation of the values that
have made us strong in the
past, the commitments that
keep us strong today and a
determination to step into the
future, united in spirit. Let us
nourish him with our strengths
and touch him with our hopes
and ask God again to bless
Am erita
Bible Thought
Behold, I come quickly: hold that
fast which thou lust, that no man
take thy crown. Revelation 3:11.
We don't know when our Lord
will come Let us be. ready. Let us
be- doing His will.
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that night
all were wearing boo w i ur aroun
the tops, big heavy coats with fur
collars and fur hats. The men had on
big heavy coats, also with fur collars,
overshoes - and - furry,- Russian-type
hats. ,
Their breath puffed out into the crisp
morning air like smoke from so many
locomotives as they hustled along to
their stores, offices or whereever they
were going. I'm sure they thought I was
some kind of a nut - out there inithat
weather with a little old thin topcoat
and a snapbeim hat on. They were
right. I was - but not for long.
+++
Later in the afternoon as we headed
for the airport in a cab, we noticed
• scores of cars in parking lots at various
manufacturing plants, etc.,- with vapor
coming from their exhausts. Their
engines were riming.
Our taxi driver explained this by
saying that many people simply left
their cars idling during the day while
they were at work rather than go
through the ordeal of getting them
started when the 'temperature was as
low as it was that day.
+++
-l---have been-Welty- over--the years -
when it comes to getting a car started in
cold weather. I watched my dad for
years as he would put an_Pleciric light
under 1111i hood of his car at night when
the temperature would plunge. He
neVcr had any trouble starting up the
nextmorning.
The heat from the bulb knocks off the
chill under the hood, keeps the oil in the
crankcase loose and makes it easier for
the battery to turn the crankshaft in
starting the car.
For years now, I've used a 150-watt
flood lightunder my car or under Ole
hood whenever it must sit out in below-
zero temperature, and it works like a
charm. It's the same type of light that
they use in the brooding of baby chicks
and for farrowing pens on hog farms.
You might try it if starting your car
has been a problem on these cold
mornings. Other than the investment it
the light and an extension cord, it only
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Murray Ledger & Times Editor
In case anyone missed it, it was
snowing last night and this morning.
0+0
"The Kentucky Press," a publication
of the Kentucky Press Association, this
month listed some cliches that will have
to be reworded when The Metric system-
is adopted. Some of the favorites were:
- A miss , is as good as . 1.6.1
kilometers.
- There's not 0.06 grams of truth in
it. r.
- He was wearihg a 37.86 liter-hat.
- First dcnvn and 9.14 meters to go.
- He 2.54 eentimetered his way
through the throng.
- Don't hide your light under 35.24
liters.
0+0
Larry Stone, editor and publisher of
the Central City Times-Argus, has
passed along the following "preacher
joke," as told to him by a local
minister:
A resident *who wisely requests
anonymity says that for the last two
years his church has been putting up
with a pompous, tedious, holier-than-
thou minister. But a few weeks ago the
minister was transferred or got a call to
go to another church.
Announcing this, the minister said
from the pqlpit: "The same Lord Jesus
Christ, -in his infinite wisdom, who
determined that I should come to this
church several years ago has now
determined that I should move on to
another flock."
Then, -consulting the program, the
minister said, "Now, let us stand and
sing the hymn, 'Oh, What A Friend We
Have in Jesus."
0+0
Squus asinus, the donkey, has not
fared well in the music and literature of
cultures over the centuries, compared
to more noble beasts of burden like the
horse.
Nearly 20 centuries ago philosopher
Martial declared offhandedly. that
"there is no joy in outstripping
donkeye  " Cervantes_ivarned-against
overloading them, and much. more
recently Oliver Wendell Holmes
declared that "there's always a flaw in
a donkey's will."
Perhaps, but the donkey may be
making a comeback nevertheless.




The census taker insists that in his
computer a rich man, just like a poor
man, is only a number. He ought to
know that numbers come in different
sizes - small and smaller, large and
larger, which is to say - there is
nothing separating a poor man from a
rich man but numbers.
Let's Stay Well
Multiple Nerve Tumors- In
By F.J.L Blasingame, M.D
-4: Mrs : G.L'S lunt has been
told by her physician that, she
has Von Reddinghausen's dis-
ease. She has a number of small
growths in her skin Her physi-
cian says that the cause is not
known and that no treatment is
needed. The -patient's niece
wants to know if these growths
are dangerous, whether they
may form cancers and what the
cause is.
A: The cause of Von
Recklinghausen's disease
(neurofibromaturis) is unknown.
It has a tendency to appear in
some members of certain
families„ so that there is a
heredita ry' aspect o( The disease.
-The groWliss May appear in
nerve time in the skin, muscles
and bones.
These nerve tumors are
benign and do not change to
cancer. They may be few in
number or may be distributed
over the -entire body. Surgical
removal is not necessary unless
the growths are interfering with
function or appearance.
Neurofibromatosis is not
necessarily incompatible with a
long and useful life.
Nutrition Research and
' Education
Q: Mr. ER Writes that he was
discussing nutritional education
forced avocado growers at Fallbrook,
Calif., to plant orchards on steep slopes,
they could find no modern method of
bringing the pears down the hills.
The problem was solved when the
growers, like other Westerners before
them,tined-tothe-sure-feetedimrea.-- --
Who knows, they may have started a
trend. If the present energy crisis
continues, and if the United States
sleeps while the Arabs keep jacking up
oil prices, we may all he using burros
before long.
10-rears Ago
The West Kentucky Rural Telephone
Cooperative, Inc., which serves ap-
proximately' 7,700 subscribers Th•-•
Calloway, Graves, Marshall, Carlisle,
jliciunan, and McCracken Counties in
Kentucky, and Henry County, Tenn.,
has recently completed the upgrading
of all seventeen.exchanges to one, two,
and four party service, according to P.-
L. Finks, general manager.
Deaths reported include James
Holsapple, age 39.-
Army Private- Ronnie L. Morris, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Toy Morris, has
completed a light vehicle driver's
course at Fort Dix, N. J.
Marriages announced include Cheryl
Elizabeth Blankenship to Johnny
Hansel Lovins.
Paul Hodges, minister of the College
Church' of Christ, was speaker at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club. .
Mrs. Barletta Wrather, area home
extension agent, spoke at the meeting
of the Murray Business and
Professional Women's ChM-held at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
20 Years Ago
New officers of the Murray Rescue
Squad are Bill Summer, Cletus Fair, W.
0. Spencer, Jean Green, Marvin
Swann, Guy Turner, Ralph Morris,
Junior Barnett, Cohen Stubblefield. and
Flavil Robertson. 
. James Bennett Lewis has been
named as Group Commander of Group
Four of -the Local Ground Observer
Corps.
The local banks have announced that
three per cent interest on 12 nfonths
certificate of deposits and 2'-4 per Cent
Anteiest-on savings accounts will now be
paid.
James Goodard and Walter,Shouse of
the Tennessee Valley Authiirity ex-
plained that the TVA is makiog a flood
damage prevention study of Murray.
This report was given at the meeting of
the Murray City Council.
Mrs. Ed Qalloway of Russellville,
former missionary to China, will be
speaker at the meeting of the Blood
River Baptist Associational WMU to be
, held January 24 at the First Baptist
Church, Murray.
reeentlY with a teacher and was
shocked that so little was taught
about this important subject,
even to medical Students. He
asks whether this is true and
what is needed to correct the
situation if it exists,
k A survey made recently of
medical schools raised theques-
don of whether nutrition is
receiving adequate attention in
teaching kd research. The
survey showed that sortie medi-
cal schools have no formal
'courses in nutrition and that it is
taught as a related part of other
courses. Other medical schools
have limited courses, and a few
have sufficient time (estimated
at 20 lietificiodiier-thritilireet-
Reseai:Ch in nutrition was
even more meager -- only 27 of
the 60 medical schools surveyed
engage in research of new
knowledge related to nutrition.
In contrast, 30 agricultural col-
leges teach about animal nutri-
tion, and all of them have active
.research programs.
Nutrition is basic to health.
Obesity is common. Dietary defi-
ciencies ill childhood can lead to
permanent mental impairment
and other diseases. More
research and education in
human nutrition .is urgently
needed. The faculties of medical
schools Could well take the lead
••••-,
Child Care Expense Credit Is More Liberal
EDITOR'S NOTE: Following
is the fourth in a series of five
articles entitled "Coping with
Your Income Tax." They were
written to help taxpayers pre-
pare their 1976 tax returns.
By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - If
you are over 65, or Use child
day-care-services, or are accus-
tomed to a tax bre* for sick
pay; you'll find major changes
in figuring your federal income
tax this year.
• Millions of working parents
will profit from a new, more
liberal tax credit for baby-
sitting expenses. The elderly
have a liberalized, far simpler
credit of their own. But sick
. pay is out unless you are total-
ly and permanently disabled.
To take advantage of any of
these tax breaks you must use
Form 1040 - the long,,,torm -
plus supplemental formai-2441
for child_ care, 2440 for dis-
ability income and Sehedule R
for the elderly credit.
One of the most significant
changes approved by Congress
in the 1976 Tax Reform Act al-
lows you to get the credit for-
child care._ expenses without
itemizing deduCtions. And you'll
find the credit considerably
easier to compute than was the
old deduction.
The law' allows you a tax,
credit - which is subtracted
directly from taxes owed - of
up to 9400 a year for the care
of one, dependent while you
work and up to $800 for the -
'care of two ot more. The credit
is computed by irieltiplying 20
per cent by the eligible ex-
penses, up to $2,000 for one child
CREDIT
-
and $4,000 for two or more.
• For the tirst time a married
couple may take advantage of $15,000.
the tax break even if one The retirement-income credit
spouse works only part-time or
is a student. And the credit is
available to a divorced or sepa-
rated _parent who has custody
of a Child.
There's another significant
change. You now may qualify
for the child-care credit even if
you pay a relative to babysit
while you work and even if he
or she lives in your home. But
the relative's pay, in such a
case must be subject to Social
Security taxes.
The replacement for the old
sick-pay exemption allows a
person under 65 who had to re-
tire early because of a per-
manent, total disability to ex-
empt from taxation up to $5400
a year. The exemption is re-
duced as income rises above
which was so complicated that
many elderly persons neglected
to claim it, has been made
more generous and simplified
to the, point, that it can be fig-
ured on the eight-line Schedule
R.
- It-yeti-are- single and -85 -or
older, you- may exempt from
taxation 15 per cent of the first
$2,500 ( $375 )7of ANY income -
not just retirement income ast.iL
in the past. For couples o
65, the exemption is 15 per ce t
of the first $3,750, or $563.
The amount of c income Jo
which the credit . is applied
inut be reduced by Social Se-
t cutity paythents and by one-
half of adjusted gross income
above $7,500 fdr single persons
and above $10,00 for couples.
NEXT: Some reminders.
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High Phone Rates Protested
By Hickory Corners Residents
•
H I OK 0 R Y CORNERS,  "Yotf don't like it shoved ' approved several dalts earlier
• Mich. (API -- The down your _ throat," says by the state Public Service
revolutionaries in this town Jackie Regis, itousewite and Commission., -. -
raise Money ' by holding Cub- Scout den _mother who But beseiged afterward by
pancake breakfasts and helped instigate the battle and petitions, - phone calls and
selling Tupperware. They keeps the group's books. Her visits from the customers and
plan their strategy over CB phone service was cut off their Kalamazoo attorney,
radios because many of them when she refused to pay the Philip Hummer, the PSC
have no phones. ‘•- new rates. . agreed to take another look at
Their target is ther. tiny Hundreds of residents in this 
the Hickory case.
Hickory Telephone Co., whose rural town who are 
unwilling It's inevitable the three-man
54 per Cent rate hike in 1975 to sacrifice their phones have 
commission will reverse itself
made its rates the highest in pitched in money, time, talent 
this spring and order the rates
the state. _ and moral support to the 
reduced, PSC staff members
crusade. say after a closer look at the
So far, its spunky From all indications, the company's books. That will
southwestern Michigan skirmish will be successfil mean refunds for those who
- 
customers have raised more and rates cut back. How long. 'have been paying the
thatt122;00010-dOlega1 Wire- another rate hilte can be
with the company in an at- stalled is another question.
About 75- have gotten rid of irritated-company already has Inch By Inch The U. S.tempt to reduce the rates. Taken by surprise, the
their phones or refused to pay spent more than $70,000 ,,
the new rate of $16.35'-a month defending its rates in „court
for standard -sing ..___le-Party and before the  stat_Cs Is. Converting To Metric service.
Beyond the dollars and
cents, the protest is a sym-
bolic refusal to take the




LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Flora Schreiber, author of the
bestseller, "Sybil," is
scheduled to present a lecture
Jan. 27 at Transylvania
University.
"Sybil" is a true story of a
schizophrenic woman
possessed by 16 seperate
personalities. The book was
written with the help of Dr.
Cornelia Wilbur, Sybil's
psychoanalyst and a member
of the University of Kentucky
faculty.
December 1975. Aboot 130 of
Hickory's 930 customers
gathered in front of Chuck
„Parker's general store,
marched the few hundred feet
to'the company's tiny office
and signed forms to end their
phone service. ,
The increase in rates from
the $10.60 charged since 1969
had . been unanimously
regulatory commission. Now
it's-asking even higher rates to
recover those legal costs.
It says the high rates are
needed '%ecause of "excellent
service" its customers have
received for years, including
tollffee calling to Kalamazoo
and Battle Creek some 25
miles away. Some $1.7 million
spent for a new building and,,
equipment sparked the 1975
hike, officials say.
But customers refuse to.
stomach that. measurements on some_ of -with--othisr-mintries 46 make-Their protest began one their road signs. sure that U.S. standards are inbitterly cold . day in. .early_ The metric- system — used . keeping with those in the rest
of the world.
The Office of Education
already has awarded $2.1
million in grants and con-
tracts to state and local
governments for metric in-
struction projects. The agency
will start issuing similar





Relative Of Carter Ratchetjawing Teddybears Are
Campaigner Is Dead-
HENpg R.soN, Ky. (AP) — Tying Up Channel-1n Louisiana
Willie W. Dowdy, 57, of
Owensboro, has died of NEW ORLEANS (AP) Beach Air-Marine Rescue
asphyxiatioq„authorities said. Teddybear's a rachetjaw, and Unit, which monitors the
Dowdy, an iron and con- somebody's liable to getldlled emergency channel.
struction worker, was the because of it. ' We have ti416 or three
father-in-law of Dale Sights, From 3:30 in the afternoon trouble calls a day — more
President-elect Jimmy Car- until the more entertaining when shrimping season is
ter's Kentucky campaign television programs come on, booming," he said.
chairman. _Citizens --Band Channel 7 "We had a fisherman this
Authorities said Dowdy was crackles with chit-chat about week who got in trouble and
overcome by carbon homework„ teachers, who has called till his batteries ran
monoxide fumes while a • crush on whom — the down. Nobody could hear him
working in his garage Monday myriad - fascinating bits of because of all the chatter on
night. childrens' gossip that-used to Channe17.
He is survived by his tie up the family telephone. "I don't blame the kids. It's
daughter, Mrs. Margaret Ann Now the gossip ties up the the adults who buy the CBs
Sights- - CB channel adopted as an and put them in the kids'
The body was taken to emergency frequency by rooms.
Henderson funeral home. hunters and fishermen in "But no matter who's to
Ytifieral services are in- Louisiana marshes and inland blame,, somebody's liable to
--waters- le get kilted out =lc Buse
By LOUISE COOK C6nversion Act establishing a
Associated Press Writer 17-member U.S. Metric Board
Slowly but surely, inch by to coordinate a voluntary
centimeter, the United States
is going metric.
Liquor bottlers started
introducing metric sues last
fall and will convert com-
pletely to six basic metric
sizes within two years. ,Soda
companies are testing one-
liter containers. Almost half
the states are using metric
by almost all the rest of the
world — has been a long time
coming to America.
The federal Office of
Consumer Affairs says that
George Washington' urged
.CorigFess in 1790 to adopt a
uniform system for corrency,
weights and measures.
It was 1975 before Coogress





SPECIAL!! With the purchase of any
TELEVISION you can buy our all new
TELEVISION SPORTS GAME 
For only $7spoo which includes
the AC adapter.
switch to the metric system.
The board has several
duties under the law. It is
required to make sure the
public is represented fairly in
the conversion process, to
publicize proposed changes, to
encourage the standardization
of metric language in science
and engineering and to consult
four
basic types of projects:
—School programs operated •





by colleges and universities.
—Programs providing
_technical sopeort _for national
metric education. 0
The switch may seem
confusing for a while, but the
Office of CULIZLIILICL AffaiM—
says: When metrication is
complete .,.. it should make
little difference to consumers
that gasoline will be sold by
the liter instead of the gallon,
that distance will be measured
by.' kilometers instead of miles
or that food will be packaged
and sold ,by kilograms instead
of ounces and pounds."
Consumers looking for more
information about the metric
system have • several sources
of information.
The National Bureau of
Standards provides a package
of metric facts.. Write the
bureau's Metric Information
Office, Washington, D.C.,






the...metric system_ in business
and industry. Write ANMC.




Conference has set up an
Interstate Metric Committee
to assess the progress of the
switch in each state and
provide technical assistance if
needed. Further information
is available from Bud Thar,
National Governors' Con-
ference, 1150 17th St. NW,
Suite 600, Washington, D.C.,
20036 Phone; 202-785-5600.
Kissing fish, or gourami, are
probably testing their strength
against each other rather-Than
kissing.
Storewide Clearance Sale
Everything in the store is on sale. Values up to 50% Off 
Sale Ends Feb. 5
Murray & Calloway County
School Jackets Sizee 4-48 $58°. Off
DUEON4UNT SPORTING -GOODS 
153-8844
- "These Teddybears are real they can't get help.
rachetjaws," said Tom Burke, "The kids here seem to have
lapsing into CB jargon. hit on Channel 7 for their'
"Rachetja* is the way gossip line, because a lot of
CBers describe anyone who them have fathers who are
monopolizes the air waves. A fishermen or hunters. The -
--Teddybear,"" - the' fartillf Nisi Station-Is always
• sentimental countrywtstern on that channel. It's their own
song with that title, refers to fathers they're liable to kill."
children at the microphone. The situation is made even
Burke doesn't think they're worse by the thousands of
cute. He's a member of the walkie-talkies sold as
Louisiana chapter of the Long Christmas toys, Burke said.
"There's nothing inside
them, so they bleed all over all
23 chinnels From Christmas
to the end of January, it's
impossible. I just turn my
radio off," he said.
"The walkie-talkies last
about a month, then it's okay
again. Drop them a couple of
times, and they break."
He switched on his base set.
After a minute or so of silence,
a childish voice shouted, "Can
you hear me?" Another
child's voice responded, "I
can hear you good — loud and
clear. Can you hear me?"
The walkie-talkie con-
versation between the two
children continued, audible on
every - channel as Burke
twisted the dial on his set.
"They're cheaply
engineered so they can keep
the cost down and sell them as
toys," Burke explained..
-They're -supposed -
broadcast on one channel —
Channel 14, for instance — but
they're not precise, and you
A fossil is the remains or evi-
dence of any organism over 10,-
000 years old.
can hear them all over the dial
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Murray State Sports Arena.
There'siust no other explanation, it has to
be glue. Those people surely aren't ashamed
to stand and applaud good basketball. They
stand when somebody hits a homerun, they
stand when someone scores a touchdown.
Surely, they aren't ashamed -to stand. up
and applaud a basketball team they are
helping to support. Or are they supporting?
- Some of those people who havetotd fans to
sit down are faculty members. It's no secret
faculty members at Murray State get their
adiseeunt rate. -
They have no right whatsoever to tell.a fan
in frontof them to sit down. And it's hap-
pened on more than one occasion this year.
The ,simple fact is there are still people on
waiting lists to purchase reserved, chair
seats for Murray State bas'ketbalrif the
habitual compaliners don't like what they
see, then stay home and watch the Funny ,
Company:, it might be more on, their level
- anyhow. , .
People in-Murray have .develoPed a nasty,
losing attitude. It seems as if some people
almost want Murray State to lose. Like a
duck froze to the ice, they just sit.
Of course these people could really be
heavy into transcendental Meditation. Why-
-else would-they -sit -in- their-seats- when--
Danny Jarrett slams home a dunk shot,
Lenny Barber gives up an easy layup so
Jain Randill can dunk one.






Who Put Glue In Reserved Seatslit NISIP
Are you having problems walking down
the sidewalks? -
Do you need something to'-put on your
shoes to keep from falling down?
We have the answer.
There is some glue at Murray State. It's
really•Some kind of glue. It would even put
Eliner's to shame. This stuff holds better
than tieritureqr-earn
Where can you find this glue?
You can't see it but you knew it's there,
sort of like God or electricity.
There are only a few people who have
escaped from the power of this glue.
• Perhaps as many as a couple of dozen. But
those who havt not escaped the glue are
content.
When someone who has broken- the ties of
the glue stands up, people behind'get angry
Bearcat Coach Says Timeout
By TV Cost His Club Defeat
By KEN RAPPOPORT Louisville was leading 54-52 over Eattern Michigan, and
AP Sports Writer • with 11:08 left in the game. Aaron' Corry led a balanced
Gale Catlett is among the Then Griffith clime off the attack with 14 points as .
-adnTit-4hat television---,-beiirtrand spearheattedit Wt- - Oklahoma defeated-Nebraska--
.
. has helped college basketball. Cardinals spurt with seven 65-58.
But Wednesday night, he points, including an elec- Also, _Archie Aldridge's 18
Apparently, it's just those seats in the - says, it hurt his Cincinnati trifYing--slamdurik that sent' • pitintited Miami-of Ohio past
Dayton 79-70; Larry Dassie
and Mike Evans combined for
41 points as Kansas- State
whipped Oklahoma Stattr 72-
67; Cedric Maxwell collected
18 points as UNC-Charlotte
routed Appalachian State 87-
59: Jim Hahn fired in 25
points,-leading Ball State over
Ohio U. 6643, and George
Johnson scored 24 points and
grabbed 12 rebounds as St.
John's stopped Temple 66-50.
Ohio Valley Conference. Saturuay
Middle Tennessee be here in a battle for slowed the Bearcats after they 'A'rmstrong, Who has M u r ray High
first place. Middle will have' some fans had picked up momentum and averaged more than 20 points
along. You can bet they will stand up and. _forged-a-31-31 tic in the-firat- per.game-forAheatlue-Devils,-- Games Forappreciate good basketball when their teamhe half.--T Cincinnati coach suffered a broken right wrist
and sometimes, ph yes, even potty mouth. does something.' 
also accused Louisville Coach Monday in a fall during a
reserved cbairback section that are under
the power of the glue.
As for the students, they are super. But
they too, are wOndtring What In the world is'
Tong with those people across the. great
divide.
Basketball players are like 'actors on
stage, -they appreciate crowd reaction. And
crowd reaction can stimulate a team_:, and .
sometimes, they can fire team up so high
that they can do things has ever seen
them do. '
Murray State is 11-4 overall a 1 in the
night,
Where i& his glue?. - , Murray- were to Win the conference and
• the---reserM Mt-Section- at thy:. even couple- of-games fo*POst-season-
tournament play, there would still be those
people, those complatpers.
One- _thing you Will. find in lify„jiabitual
complainers always. like t61un others down
because in most cases, they have failed
.theinselv.es. and do not like t9 give any credit
tO anybody. .
Yes, Murray didn't play very well last
Saturday. But they did make 32 turnovers
and still won. Most teams could make 25 •
. turnovers and lose, particularly a -con-
ferencegame.
After the Racers' opening loss of the
season to ,New Orleans, John Randall
walked into a dressing room which was as
quiet as a morgue: tGentlemen, one game--
does not a season make," announced the
number one cheerleader."
One game does not a 'season make. Nor
does two or three. Murray might well get
beat Saturday by Middle Tennessee. On the
other hand, they might well win-by 15 or 20
points:
But Murray capable of playing most of
their games .the way they did Monday
„ against East Tennessee. And Fred Overton
said his club was still 15 points better than
„that. •
So go ahead and sit. Go ahead and sleep.
But don't tell somebody else-in front of you
-to-sitdown-. - -
It reminds me of the old bumper sticker
from a Jew years ago: Folks, if you don't
hie your seat: Love it or leave it.
Bearcats. , 16,616 laps into a frenzy.
The .nation's second-ranked Kenny Carr hit a field goal"
team was short-circuited by a with -19 seconds remaining,
ftmeout, .'aecording to then blocked a -shot by North
Catlett, and thus lost an 83-77' Carolina's Phil Ford in
decision to No. 12 Louisville. leading North Carolina State
"I wish they'd eliminate the past the Tar Heels.
tat a 
sett tfor Ty,. or call them Skip beBrgoweentnabinbded Jerry 
"Wg were making a run at points and led a second-half
them and had them on the rally as Wake Forest whipped
ropes, so to speak." -• 'crippled Duke, playing
It was Catlett's contention without star ,guard Tate
that the critical timeout Armstrong. •
Denny Crum of Otis-piracy it game' against Virginia and-T Tonight Off-- the-incident. - .
"What bothered me," said contest from-the bench.
Catlett, "was that Coach With center Wayne "Tree"
Crum called for that timeout Rollins leading the way,
from the bench." Clemson took a 44-25 halftime'
Crum's alleged directorial -lead and coasted past
talent was not the, only thing Maryland. Rollins scored 10
within Catlett's range' of` fire, points and grabbed 13
He also tnok verbal -shots at rebounds in the first half as
the officials. the 'Tigers handed the Terps
"It was the poorest of- their worst defeat in 167
ficiated game since I've been games. Rollins finished the
head coach," said Catlett, game with 22 points, 23
pointing among other things to rebounds and three blocked
a. 271 ratio in "fouls called shots in only 25 Minutes._ • . . _
against his team. Cincinnati
"was charged aidlul2 Persmallimiretbatt--K-eith- Iterron '
, fouls, compared to 16 for: scored eight straight points,
Louisville.
The Bearcats were one of
three Top 20 teams upset
Vitrefinday night. North
Carolina State edged No. 4
North Carolina 75-73 and
Clemson stunned No. -13
Maryland 93-71 in Atlantic
Coast Conference games. ••
Itf another ACC game
involving a ranked club, No. 9
Wake Forest trimmed Duke
85-73.
- Darrell--Griffith ignited a
second-half rally as Louisville
handed Cincinnati its first
defeat after , 12 victories.
Ernie Banks' Philosophy Of Life
One Which People Should Go By
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Specialcorrespoadeat
NEW YORK (AP) - To
Ernie Banks, the newest in-
ductee in the Hall of Fame,
playing baseball was like
Waking up every day to a pile
of toys underneath a Christ-
mas tree, •
It was sunshine, hot dogs,
old family friends, dedication,
loyalty, a 20th century
Camelot. You ought to pay the
club owner for letting- you grocery clerk, is an almost
unbelievable anachronism in
- "The whole theory of my life
is sunshine," the 45-year-old
former Chicago Cubs' in-
fielder said after receiving
baseball's highest honor. "My
total philosophy is to keep a




Banks, son of a poor Texas
this age of strikes, lockouts,
-agents with black satchels,
law suits and multi-million-
dollar contracts.
Asked if, in his 19 years with
the Cubs, be had been offered
a chance to go to another club
at double the salary, would he
take it, Banks responded:
"No, I wouldn't." .
Citing his long and warm
The equity in your house
is like money in your pocket.
Equity is the difference between how
much your home I5 worth, and what you
owe on it.
- It's a valuable assetyou can use to -
back a really big loan. For whatever you
have in min'. .
Real estate values are up, v.v.
So the house you bought just a few
years ago probably would sell for a lot
more than you paid. "
Which means yotir equity is bigger.
. And the bigger your equity, the more
you can borrow in a large real-estate loan.
Ibght here..Right now. _ - •
Maybe the money you're looking for
is already in the house.
Large loam  for homeowners.
. Articaust
Phisnostl




82,600 $ 78.17 48 $ '3,512.16 17.80%
'MOW 90:11/- 110--1-1142t.80 18.80%
25,500 $124.41 60 $ 7,464.60 12.74%








cif) Neve got your loan
Up to 0.NX
•
relationship with Philip K.
Wrigley, the chewing gum
magnate and owner of the
Cubs, Banks added: "I don't
think all the money in the
world could replace that
association.
"A man just can't say, 'I'm
for me.' If he can't work it out
with one club, he probably






McDonald and Bobby Willis
combined for Seven
consecutive points late in the
Tame, leading Penn over St.-
Josephs, Pa. 63-55; St. Louis
defeated Illinois State 84-77 as
Johnnie Parker scored "nine
point. in the second overtime;
Stan Joplin and Dave
Speigtiler sank two free
throws apiece late in the
• giine., triggering -Toledo riier
South Carolina 67-58:- a 23-
point performance. by Matt
Hicks powered Northern
Illinois -to an 84-,78 decision
Banks, slim, clean-cut and
° dapper in a business suit,
dazzled Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn, other baseball
executives and the press with
his' boyish enthusiasm,'
lightning quick recall and
articulation for more than an
*Mb .
„ "It's amazing," said Kuhn.
"You' could sit--and listen to -
him for hours."





. and warmth, he paid tribute to
all who had assisted him in his
career - Buck O'Neill of the
old Negro leagues, teammate
Gene Baker, Monte Irwin, Lou
Boudreau, Charlie Grimm,
Bob Feller, Jackie Robinson,
Ralph Kiner and others.
He said he appreciated the
privilege-of being with a team
• which played all of its games
in daylight. .
"When I was 15,1 remember
seeing my dad gb to work
'it *is Tait' and - -
back while it was still dark,"
he recalled, "and I said I
wanted a daytime job. So: I
landed with the Cubs."
He appreciated the , time
that, as a raw kid in the Negro
League, Jackie RobiniOnve
him a chance to tour with an
• all-star team.
"Keep -at tt-, kid, some day
you will be in the majors,"
Jackie told him.
"I had no idea it would come
true," Banks added.
- - • - - - - -
Called "Mr. Sunshine"
because of his blithe spirit, the
former Cub- shortstop war
asked If he ever got angry on
the field. ' .
"Once Jack Sanford. of the
Giants ,hit me in the back '
twice. You Might. say I got
' excited."
For the second time in a
week, the Murray High
basketball game with
Mayfield has been postponed.
The game was to have been
played last Friday at Mayfield
but was 'Postponed due to bad:
weather and reseheduled for
tonight. And now, tonight's
game is called off.
The contest has not, been
rescheduled yet.
Also, the:Murray High girls
and the freshman boys were to
have played BF Hickman
County and that too-has--been
postponed.
Coach Of Year
EDMONTON (AP) Bob -
Shaw, coach- and general
manager of the Hamilton
Tiger Cats, has been named
Coach of • the Year in the
Canadian Football League.'
Shaw took over as head'
coach ',after firing Georg'e
Dickson following losses in the
opening two . games_ of the
seasod. He led the team into
the Eastern Conference final,
where it was eliminated by the
Ottawa_ Rough- _Riders,
eventual winners of the Grey
Cup.
( \II IIH ti Ltilif:111 T1111-.•0
PORTS
- College Basketball- Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
Boston Col 68, Northeastern
es
Colgate 94, Bucknell 85
Detroit 85, St. Francis, N.Y.
81
Fairleigh Dickinson 69, Niag-
ara 59
Old Dominion 108, Maine 80
Pennsylvania 63,-SL Joseph's,
Pa. 55
St. Francis, Pa. 79, W Vir-
ginia 77
St. John's N.Y. 66, Temple 50
Villanova 81, Massachusetts
62
Wash. & Lee 101, 'Queens 79
SOUTH
Clemson 93, Maryland 71




Louisville 83, Cincinnati 77
- N Carolina St 75, N Carolina
73
- Tulane MrsgTsffl* 'Ft -
Wake Forest 85, Duke 73
MIDWEST
Ball St 66, Ohio U 63
Cleveland St 69, Bowling
Green 65
Evanstrille 74, Butler 65
Kansas St 72, Oklahoma St 67
hilaini,-Ohio 79, Dayton 70
Missouri 90, Colorado 63
N Illinois 84, E Michigan 78
Oklahoma 65, Nebraska 58
St. Louis 84, Illinois St 77, 2
OT
Toledo 67, S Carolina 58
SOUTHWEST
k Texas 93, Tarleton 62
Pan American 86, N Texas 74
FAR wLsT
California V, Seattle 69
Nevada-Reno 75, Fresno St 72
Stanford 84, Hawaii 71
Advances
BALTIMORE - Second-
seeded . Brian Gottfried
eliminated fellow. American
Sandy May ,-'-7-6, 7-6-
-advancing to, the quarter-

















While Supply Lasts Good Friday iir Saturday Only
Glazed Donuts - 99( Doz.
Loaf Cakes - $1m each  1
raham & Jackson
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SUPER MOVE—John Randall, who moved inside the lone and under the bucket, hung in the air
4110 to send this shot in while Charlie Stuart of fait Tennessee smiles and seems to enjoy watching
the move by Randall.
Nets Drop 11th Consecutive
Game, 76ers Run Past Hawks
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
New York Nets Coach Kevin
Loughery already has started
looking to the future. Con-
sidering the way the present
looks, he can't be blamed.
Loughery watched his club
keep pace with Portland for
better than three periods
Wednesday night, only to fade
iii the SttetLh andiuse 109-94.
It was the Nets' 11th con-
secutive National Basketball
Association defeat, a club
record, and Loughery has just
about run out of answers.
"We may go back to playing
a running game," Loughery
suggested, even though he
realizes he does not have„the
big center to get the rebounds
to start a running game, and
that Tiny Archibald, the guard
who could make such an at-
tack go, is on the injured list
for at least another month.
season.
"I want to try and deter-
mine what players I want
back for next year," he said.
Maurice Lucas scored 21
points and grabbed 13
rebounds for Portland, while
center Bill Walton played a
solid 44 Minutes 11,paints, 15
rebounds, six assists and three
blocked shots 
76ers 114, Hawks 94 .•
Reserve forward Steve Mix,
getting more playing time
than usual because Julius
'Erving got in early foul
trouble, scored 27 points,
helping Philadelphia to its
fifth consecutive win and
eighth in the last nine games.
George McGinnis added 1,1
points and 23 rebounds.
pullets 91, Braves 87
Elvin Hayes scored
Washington's last six points as
the Bullets posted their ninth
But a running game is the victory in the last 11 games.
kind Loughery likes best, and Spurs 115, Bulls 107
obviously the Nets have not Larry Kenon's 36 points
done well with the pattern4lolped San Antonio raise its
play they have been using this home record to 18-4. Chicago
season — their 12-29 record guard Norm Van Lier had just"'
attesting to that. The Nets one basket in the game, but it
might not win many games by was an 84-foot heave that beat
running, but at least it will the buzzer ending the first
give Loughery -a line on next quarter.
Celtios 112, Rockets 102
John Havlicek scored eight
points in a three-minute
stretch midway through the
fourthr quarter as Boston
ended Houston's three-game
winning streak.
Suns 97, Knicks 90 - -
Rookie Ron Lee had three
baskets and a key steal in the.
final 1'2 minutes as Phoenix
court triumph.
Sonics 109, Pacers 102 _
Seattle posted its 10th
victory in its last 12 starts,
behind Fred Brown Id Mike




seeded Dianne Fromholtz of
Australia ousted Manse
Kruger of South Africa 6-2, 6-1
in advancing to the quarter-
finals.of the $100,000 Women's
Pro Tennis Tournament at the
Astroarena.
HOBART, Australia —
American junior tennis ace
Tim Wilkinson scored a 1-6, 7-
6, 6-3 upset victory over
seventh-seeded thris Kachel
of Australia in the Tasmanian
Tennis Open.
mouth of the mississippi'
along with a special guest
west kentucky livestock and
exposition center college farm road
thursday 3 february 1977 / 7:30 p.m.
advance general admission. •53 , advance student
admission - $2 alPtickets It the boor on day of show S-4
'tickets may be purchased at the west kentucky livestock and
exposition center, coIrtge farm road, Roset Dept. Store. and
Stokes Impliment Co. .
ter additional ticket information, write or call west kentuck- livestock and exposition center.
murray state university murray. kentucky. 42071. phone (502) 753-88e0
•
No Home, No Money But
John Randall Survived
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
He walked toward the back
of the classroom. The back is
where you always go when you
are ashamed.
He carried a, little, brown
paper bag. In it were two
peanut butter and jelly sand-
wiches. John Randall VIII
have enoughmoney to attiSrd a
meal ticket like the rest of the
kids in the fourth grade.
The other kids in the room
laughed at that little paper
bag. And they would do crael
things like step on it and slide
it across the floor. But John
Randall had no choice. He had
to eat the peanut butter and
jelly sandwiches or starve—.
And there were times when
stas ,r ng-seemed-
easiest way out.
John Randall grew up in
absolute hell. But because of a
burning desire fo; success and
a deep belief in God, John
Randall is at Murray State
University today on a
basketball. scholarship.
Everyone knows What the 6-
8 John Randall can do on a
basketball floor. Everyone
knows how he can make
moves like most guards can't,
everyone knows how he can
Jump. But there are a lot of
things people don't know
about John Randall.
It Was a summer day in
Camilla, Georgia. John
Randall was barely 10-years-
old. His mother worked in
New York, his father was in
prison. His only world was an
aging grandmothert a sister
and a brother., ,
John's mother was 29-years-
old and she was sitting on the
front porch playing with John
and the other kids. She was on
vacation from her job in New
York.
Suddenly, John Randall felt
a foot kick him and he-Slid off
the porch.
"I got back up and smiled. I
thought my mother was
saw her face.
"She couldn't get any air
and was 'struggling for her
breath. She was dying."
Death was nothing new for.
John Randall. .
John himself died a slow
death every time he went to
school. People would laugh at
him, they'd call him nigger
and they'd tell him he would
be in prison, just like his
daddy.
John never hid any clothes
to wear. And it hurt. When he
was nine-years-old, he worked
but didn't get paid money: He
carried out groceries in a
store. For his reward, he was
given food to take home to his
family.
John's grandmother was a
philosopher. She would sit and
read to John out of the Bible.
 "She' was my life. She was.
everything I knew. She told
me that someday she would be
gone and I would be the one
that would have to provide for
my brother and sister.
"She taught me two things:
to always believe in my'gelf
and to always believe in God."
When, John was 11-years-
old, his grandmother died.
John remembered those
early mornings before school.
He'd hear his 100-year-old
grandmother out chopping
wood. He'd offer to help but
she told him to go back to bed,
he needed to rest.
John Randall lived in the
richest nation in the world,
yet, he had nobody. It's bad to
be an orphan,- it's pure hell to
be a black orphan.
"I couldn't wait for it to get
dark. Nobody could see me
cry in the dark.. I cried all the
time."
John, his sister and brother
went to live with their foster
aunt.
"I stayed with her fora year
and a half. All she wanted was
the money she got for keeping
us. We moved into another
foster home and stayed for
about a year but finally, we
had to go back to rny foster
aunt. There was naother place
to go."
-John Randall never knew
what Christmas was.
Christmas to John Randall
was a banana or an apple
found in the trash can of an
alley.
'It didn't matter if an apple
had a bad place in it. I'd just
c
cut it out and eat the good
'part"
One Christmas morning at
his foster aunt's home, he and
his sister got up and went to
the Christmas tree where the
rest of the "family" was
gathered to open presents.
John's brother, who had
ohce been run over by a. car
and nobody ever thought he
would live, couldn't stand it
anymore and moved away and
got a job.
"Everyone opened their
presents. Me and my sister
just kept sitting and waiting.
We never got any. My foster
aunt told me that our father
would take care of us," John
"He'd spent 2LveaLbis 
life" In prison. "She knew that
was a lie."
John's foster aunt walked
away with a smile. Five
minutes later, she entered the
room And John Randall,
learned a lesson he bad
already known a million times
before:
"See, you don't have to be
hit to be hurt," his foster aunt
Said to John and his sister.
• John had been hit. He had
been hit plenty of times when
he was a youngster. When his
father .wasn't in prison, he
used to beat John.
"I'd be on the playground
and I'd see his truck come up
and I'd take off running. I got
more whippings and beatings
back then than they sold
corn," John Said.
In 1970, John moved to
Hammond to live with an
uncle. - -
He wished he were back In
Georgia.
"They Pre-judged me
because of my father. They
treated me like dirt."
John lived in more foster
homes until finally one night
after a high school basketball
game, Carl and Dorothy
Butler walked into his life.
''He told me to come to his
pace an. I : e wan • •
talk to me. I moved in. and
have enjoyed it ever since.
They have been like parents to
me."
- By the- time John Randall
was a senior, he was a
superstar. Every college in
the country wanted him, yet
they were afraid. Maybe, they
believed John might turn out
like his father. But maybe,
just maybe, they never took




coach Jim Calvin had seen
John play high school ball.
And when John was a senior,
Calvin went to visit. •
"He told me about college
and what a scholarship really
meant. At first, I didn't think I
could fit in With people
college. All of the memories of
when I was a kid came back to
me. u im vin was a very
honest- man and he always
tried to help me make more of
myself."
Because of his grades In
high school, John could not get
in at Murray State. He went to
Cumberland Junior College in
Tennessee and established
himself as one of the top jucco
players in the nation.
Then this fall, he enrolled at
Murray after earning his
grades at Cumberland.
Besides Calvin, one of the
main reasons John Randall
came to Murray was because
of the special education
department. And that has no
bearing. whatsoever on John
Randall's mind.
John suffers from dyslexia.
a condition where letters in
words are turned around. He
takes his tests verbally and
„attends classes regularly. His
overall average is above a
His first month at Murray
was shaky. He got into a little
trouble one night. He was
arrested over a disorderly
conduct charge following an
argument in a university
dormitory.
John admits he was wrong.
He grew up defensive but now,
be's learned some things, like
how a soft answer can avoid
scorn. He learned that from
Proverbs.
91ifore than anything elsej I
want. tolearn to read before_ I
get out of college. I can make
my grades but I want to read.
will actually stay up all night
long if someone takes the time
--to Testi-Olt
John loves Murray. He has
met some people in town who
have shown him love,
something he's not had since
his grandmother died.
And there's somethingi
special -about John Randall.
He attracts children like
magic. On the court, he plays
defense with reckless aban-
don, his dunks bring the crowd
to their feet and he's the
number one cheerleader on
the team.
And when he gets knocked
downy-he gets back up. When
he's called for a foul, he
shakes his head and agrees
with the call. John Randall
has turned into a first class
gentleman. And it's 811
because of people who- have
cared. —
"The thing I want more than
anything in life is to play pro
basketball. Ldon't want it just
for the, mooey..I want _to help
some people who have helped
me.
"I want to help-people who
are in need, black or white. I'd
like to have a place for kids/
who are run-aways, orphans
or victims of child abuse.
"Kids relate to sports. I'd
just like to tell kiss to always
believe in themselves and to
believe in their mother and
father. I never had a father
and I lost my mOther," John
said. •
"Kids don't know how lucky .
they are to have a father and
mother."
John doesn't want people to
feel sorry for him. He wants to
break the ice, to meet people
and to make friends.
"Hey, _met_ John Randall
the other day. He really seems
like a nice guy," a local
businessman said. _
John Randall is a nice guy.
,A,Ltd -lte's teamed more-about-
Life than most of us will ever
know.
He's slept on the floor, in the
cold. He's cried out in the
night, when nobody was there
to hear his cries. Nobody
except God.
Maybe that's why John
Randall isn't dead today.
One night after his mother
had died, John Randall was
lying in bed.
He saw something bright
and glowing sitting at the foot
of his bed. It was his mother.
She had come to watch over
him. It happened, it Was not
.the imagination.
And today, someone still
watches over John Randall.
And because ,of that. lie










Pacer or Pacer Wagon
Now Until March 10 1977
Come out today and test drive the only small
car that dares compare room with the in-
termediates.
Cain's AMC, Jeep, Inc. I
806 Coldwater Road 753-6448
Morgan, Trevathan St Gunn, Inc.
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton
Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
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and we want to welcome you
into our store with a page full of savings and a store
full of values.We want to be,YOUR store in 1977.
• Assorted prints and
designs, long sleeves
• Sizes-S4A- UAL
• Glees Bottle ---
• Half gallon size
Limit 2
• 10's
• Stop that cold at the












• Regular or Herbal
• Big 15 oz. size
Limit 2 please
We reserve the right to limit quantifies.
TOWEL
ENSEMBLE
BATH TOWELS 1 50
HAND TOWELS 75,
WASH CLOTHS 40.




• Regular, Powder, or
Double Protection






for filters, spouts, & oil
wrenches
PRICE CIOES NOT INCLUDE
OIL TAX WHERE APIDUCABLE
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New Legislation Is
Introduced By Huddleston
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen.
Walter Huddleston, D-Ky., has
introduced legislation that
would provide public jobs in
natidnal and state forests and
parks for unemployed young .
people.





but our neon signs
will be off. We en-
courage all other
merchants to do the
same.
serve a dual purpose," said
Huddleston,- -It can provide
increaged job opportunities
and skill development ... and
it can provide needed man-





the bill was drawn up along
guidelines used in the Youth
Conservation Corps, but he
said that his bill calls for year-
round employment and not
just summer jobs.
Huddleston said the 16-to-24
age group to which the bill is
aimed makes up almost half of
the nation's 7.8 million
unemployed.••
0.51tviJ47Z7d/
TV Sports Game 825 Home Video Game
Plays six different popular sports: Tennis, Hockey (with
Shooting Forwards), Squash or Handball, Practice,
Straight- Line Targei (Skeet). Moving - Target. Automatic
1-15 on-screen digital scoring. Handsome feature-packed
console can be placed on, or up to .143/feet away from TV
set. Operates on Channels 3 or 4. Easy-to-use word push-
buttons and toggle-switches. With two remote paddle-type
controls on 4'9" cords and harmless. electronically syn-
chronized plastic target guns with 12-foot cord. Powered




Stop, Look, Read Billy Carter Getting Acquainted With
Before You Buy City His Older Brother Will Dominate
By Virginia Knauer
Special Assistant to the President
and Director .
*office of Copsunier Affairs
Department of Health, Education and Welfare
Remember that one-liner from TV a few years
ago?. "What you see is what you get."
Too often, however, what you THINK you see
is NOT what you get.
Because advertising familiarizes us_with brand
names and package designs 14 a multitude of prod-
ucts, we don't always read labels. We simply pick up-
packages that look like the ones pictured in ads or
on TV.
Unscrupulous companies play on consumers by
putting their lower quality prodtrcts into packages
that look like the brand name packages.
A prime example of look-
alffte packaging that cheats
 3 is the sale of
blank audio tapes for cas-
sette and cartridge players.
These look-alike tape
products are usually not of
the best quality. They are
Sold mainly in transient tour-
ist areas and so-called Thar-
gain" outlets for half the
price of nationally advertised
brands of blank tapes. But,
if you stop and read the la-
bels carefully, you might see
names such as "KDK."
"Computron." "Four Star"
and "Skymaster" --- names
close enough to the national
brand names to fool you.
- 
Larry Finley. executive
director of the International
Tape Association (ITA) has
told. me that "jamming" is
a common problem with the
poorer quality cassettes, car-
tridges and tapes. Also, their
performance is usually 20-
30r-', below what can be ex-
pected from the better qual-
ity products.
Before you buy blank
cassettes, eight-track car-
tridges or even .pre-recorded
• 'Familiarize yourself
with the list prices of prod:
ucts you buy regularly, and
question thoroughly any sus-
picious "bargains."
• Pure. ase these prod-
ucts from reputable stores.
Most companies that manu-
facture and sell quality blank
tapes and recordings guaran-
tee a 100 perc et-ti replace-r- •ment policy for defective
•items: -
If you buy a poor quality
 Blood SupIgies
Dangerously Low
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
The Central Kentucky Blood
Center says its supplies are
dangerously low.
A spokesman said bad
weather has prevented mobile
units from operating and
donors from getting to the
center. In addition, a number
of surgeries in the area have
contributed to the depletion.
The center currently has
250,300 pints of blood on hand.
But that supply must be
divided among five area
hospitals and the center itself,
leaving an average of only
about 50 pints of blood per
facility.
1977 CARS WILLA:SE
• • • ;
•• TOLEDO, Ohio i Al') - De-
troit is using fiber . glass rein-
- forced plastic for front ends on
34 of its 1977 model cars, ac-
cording' to -á fiber glass in--
dustry executive.
This represents an increase
of more than 30 per cent over
the previous years total of 26,
says Bert E. Elliott, vice presi-
dent of Owens-Cornink.; Fi-
berglas Equipment and Trans-
portation Reinforcements Divi-
sion.
"Both automobile aid truck
manufacturers are turniog to
fiber glass reinforced to
reduce weight, provide orru-
sion resistance and suiiplity as-
sembly," said Elliott.







10:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Until Further Notice —Also--
The Thermostat will be cut back
and as many lights as possible
will be turned off.
pr:sluct with the mistaken
.betief 'that -it-tilt wet,- -known
hrcnd, I recommend that you
the following action-
• If possible, return the
fund or exchange for the
product you believed you
-were-getting.-_ -
• Notify the manufac-
tui•er whose product has been
copied.
• Notify Larry Finley,
InternaG)nal Tape Associa-
tion, to \v.. alai .St_ New.
York. N. Y. 10028.
• Notify the Federal
Trade (7.ornmission, Washing-
'. ton, D. ('. 2080.5
• Notify my office: Of-
fice of Consumer Affairs,
Washington. D. C. 20201.
tapes unit records, you
should:
• Carefully examine the
product tor a reliable trade-
mark.
WASHINGTON tAP1 -
Billy' Carter, a tices„„ican in
hand and a wide grin on his
face, is getting acquainted
with the city his older brother
will dominate for the next Emir
years.
But Billy, visiting
Washington for the first time,
seems unimpressed by his
new status, the people who
_kowtow to him and the
trappings surrounding the
incoming president. •
He brought a tuxedo to wear
to the inaugural parties
tonight, but he was dressed in
a blue denim leisure suit when
he arrived aboard a chartered
jet from Georgia on Wed-
- nesday for five days- of par-
As the bus carrying his
group passed the White House,
he was asked- whether- he
would. stay overnight there
before returning to his peanut
warehouse and gas station in
Plains.
"No," he replied firmly,
sipping from an ever-present
can . of beer. "I will never
spend the night in a mansion."
The 35-Year-old Carter, his
wife and six children and
dozens of Georgia friends and
neighbors have taken over the
ninth floor of the Washington
Hilton until Sunday. Also
rooming there are the sons of
Jimmy Carter - Jack, Chip
and Jeff - and their wives.
The scene was chaotic on
the ninth floor Wednesday
afternoon, with Carter
children running back' and
forth and Chip, 26. trying to
help his family and friends
figure out what parties they
were going to apd at what
time.
On Wednesday night, with
'temperatures in the low 20s,
Billy Carter emerged coatless,
from his suite with his wife,
Sybil, to attend several
private parties and the
inauguration eve gala at the
Kennedy Center.
Billy said he enjoys his
brother's glbry, but he's sorry
to see him leave the little
Georgia town Where they both
grew up.
"I hated to see him get the
damn job, but I'm glad for KIM
tEarhe won," he said at the
airport shortly - after he
arrived. "I just hate, to lose
him." -* - --
Billy Carter will continue to
.run the ,- Cirter peanut
PREVEN't I% I'
MEDICINE itie
NEW YORK M' Alice!
Keys, Ph.D , and Hen!' Black-
burn. M.D.. of the ,.1
Minnesota School of ['tibia.
Health were recentf) given the-
Eleanor Dana Au ard by the
American Health Foundation_
The award is for their ,oriai
nal research on t!.e t
cholesterol metabolites to corir
-nary disease preveriti in Ron-
ald Kotulak, a reporter fur the
Chicago Tribune. -received. the
Lifeline Award for his series of
articles,The Life' It
Can K ill„You."
warehouse and his gasstatio9
in Plains, although he says lie
may have his, beer-selling
license lifted soon. The
suspension would come as the--
result of Billy's recent citation
for sale of beer in his station
on Sunday in violation of
Georgia law.
"They're trying to make an
example of me," he said with
a shake of his head. An em-
ploye, not Billy himself, sold
the beer.
But he's not letting Char.':
problem spoil his fun in
Washington.
"I'm going to have a good
time and just send my bills to
the White Hou -hedeclared
with the famous Carter-grin. -
Asked at the airport if he
had a message for the nation
on the eve of his brother's
inauguration, Billy replied:
"I'm just glad the rest of the
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PA(
Carter's Inaugural Address INT ADS
ry
WASHINGTON AP) -
Here is a text of President-
erect earter's inaugural ad-
dress:
. For myself and our nation. I
want to thank my predecessor
for all he has done to heal our
land.
In this outward and physical
ceremony we attest once
again to the inner and
spiritual strength of Our
•
nation.
As my high school teaCher,
Miss Xilia Coleman,' used to
say, "We must adjust to
changing times and still hold
to unchanging principles."
Here before me is the Bible
used in the inauguration of our
first President in 1789-, and I
have just taken my own oath.
of office on the Bible my
mother gave me a few years
.1
Crossword Puzzler Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle
ACROSS Siamese
Animat currencye w," 4 Slave
5 Walks onsons
11 Trade 6 Glossyfabric12 Odors 7 War god14 Near







Poets21 Resort 13 Junctures22 Mend with 10 Fruit drinkcotton 
19 Quake .24 River in
32 Specks 
21 Learnedscoutno
25 Serene -men 
Scorn -- 44 Withered _
26 Scoffs 23 Approaches 
35 Seesaw 17 Drunkard
28 Impulse oey-.. 25 Sobs 
36 Covered 48 Jackdaw
news 27 Grain • 
37 Detested . 51 Symbol fOf
30A month 4.10 Emerge - cerium29 Transgress' torious 53 Compass
31 Inlet
fives volcano
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544E 5A'(5 THIS- :5 WHAT
A FARMERS FIELD LOOKS
LIKE IN THE WINTER._ SHE
SA,(5 THE SNOW INSULATES




















ago, opened to a timeless
admonition from the ancient
prophet Micah:
"He hath showed. thee, o
man, what is good; and what
doth the Lord require of thee,
but tO do justly, and to love
mercy, and to walk humbly
with thy God." (Micah 6:8 )
This inauguration ceremony
marks a new beginning, a new
dedication within our
government, and a new spirit
among us all. A President
may sense and proclaim that
new spirit, but only a people
can provide it.
Two centuries ago our
nation's birth was a milestone
in the long quest for freedom,
but the .bold and brilliant
-dream- -which excited the-
founder of our nation still
awaits its consummation. I
have no new dream to set forth
today, but rather urge a fresh
faith in the old dream.
Ours was the first society
openly to define itself in terms
of both "Spirituality and of
human liberty. It is that
unique self-definition which













118 St. 12th. 753-0035
Free Perking At Rear Door
THAT 5 VER+1' THIS
CLEvER -f:ARMER5 ONE
mu5T E 5mART I SURE :5
appeal - but it also imposes
on us a special obligation - to
take on those moral duties
which, When assumed, seem
invariably to be in our own
best interests.
You- have given me a great
responsibility - to stay close
to you, to be worthy of you,
and to 'exemplify what you
are. Let us create together a
new national spirit, of unity
and trust. Your strength can
compensate for my weakness,
and your wisdom can help to
minimize my mistakes.
Let us learn together and
laugh together and work
together and pray together,
confident that in the end we
will triumph together -in the
sight,  together, -in a spirit of in-
The American dream en- dividual _ sacrifice for the
dures. We must once again common good, we must
have full faith in our country simply do our best.
- and in one another. I belieiie Our nation can be strong
America can be better. We abroad only if it is strong at
can 4e stronger than before. home, and we know that the
Let our recent mistakes best way to enhance freedom
bring a resurgent corn- in other lands is to-demon-
rnitment to the basic prin-. strate here that our
ciples of our nation, for we democratic system is Worthy
know that if we despise our of emulation.
own government we have no To be true to ourselves, we
future. We 'recall in special must be true to others. We will
times when we have stood not behave in foreign places so
briefly, but magnificently, as to violate our rules and
united; in those times no.prize standards here at home, for
was beyond our gra§p. we know that the trust which
But we cannot dwell upon our nation earns is essential to
remembered glory. We cannot its strength.
afford to drift. We reject the The world itself is now
prospect of failure or dominated by a new spirit.
mediocrity or an interior Peoples more numerous and
quality of life for any person. more politically aware are
Our government must at the craving and now demanding
same time be both competent their place in the sun - not
and compassionate. just for the benefit of their own
physical condition, but for
basic human rights.
The .passion for freedom, is
on the rise. Tapping this new
spirit, there can be no nobler
, nor more ambitious task for -
America to undertake on this
day of a new beginning than to
.,help shape a just and peaceful
world that is truly humane.
We are a strong nation and
we will maintain strength so
sufficient that it need not be
proven in combat - a quiet
strength based not merely on
the size of an arsenal, but on
the nobility of ideas. 
We will be ever vigilant and
never vuhierable, irid we will
fight our wars against
poverty, ignorance and in-
justice, for. those are - the. -
enemies against " which our
forces - can be honorably
marshalled. -
We are a proud idealistic
nation, but let no one confuse
our idealism with weakness.
. Because we are free we can
never be indifferent to the fate
WIERE STANDING OJT HERE
- IN 44i5 STUPID FIELD
FREEZING TO DEATH WHILE
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TO KEEP THEM TALKIN6„.
UNTIL. ra LOCATE THeiFt-
TRAN5MI TIER.
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We have already found a
high degree of personal
liberty, and we • are now
struggling to enhance equality
of opportunity. Our com-
mitment to human rights must
be absolute, our laws fair, our
natural beauty preserved; the
powerful must not persecute
the weak, and human dignity
must be enhanced.
We have teamed that
-more" is mit necessarily
"better," that even our great
nation has its recognized
limits, and that we can neither
answer all questions nor solve
all problems. We cannot af-
ford to do everything, nor can
:wafford to lack boldness as
-we- meet the future. So
of freedom elsewhere. Our
[Rosa' sense dictates_ a
rlearcut- preference for those
societies which share with us
an. abiding respect for in:
clividual human rights. We do
not seek to intimidate, but it is
clear that a world which
others can dominate with
impunity would be
inhospitable to decency and a
threat to the well-being of all
people.
The world is still engaged in
a massive armaments race




wisdom in our efforts to limit
the world's armaments to
those necessary for eath—
nation's own domestic safety.
We will move this year a step
toward our ultimate goal -
the elimination of all nucTear
weapons from this earth:
- We urge all other people to
join us, for success can mean
life instead of death.
'Within us, the' people of the
United States, there is evident
a serious„ and purposeful
'rekindling ilkonfidence, and I
join in the hope that when my
time as your President has
ended, people might say this
about our nation:
NOT responsible for
nobodys debts, but my
own. Dennis Crass.
NIL,tict•
That we had remembered
the words of Micah and
renewed our search for
humility, mercy and justice;
That we had torn down the
barriers that separated those
of different race and region
and religion, and where there
had been mistrust, built unity,
with a respect for diversity;
That we had found
productive work for those able
to perform it; -
That we had. strengthened
the American family, whims is
tile basis of our society;
That we had ensured
respect for the law, and equal
treatment under the law, for
the weak and the powerful, the
rich and the poor;
And that we had enabled our
people to be proud of their own
government once again.
I would hope that the nations
of the world might say that we
•
based not on weapons of war
but on international policies
which reflect our own most
precious values.
These are not just my goals, -
but our common hopes. And
they will not be my ac-
complishments, but the af-
firmation of our• nation's
continuing moral strength and
our belief in an undiminished,
ever-expanding American
dream.'
Expelled Child Has Right
To Education Attorney Says
. _
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - by the , state Board of
Does a child expelled from Education.
school have the right to an "Lastly, although there
alternative education until exists no statutory obligation
-reinstated? to do o the schooldistrict
?es, the attorney general's 
miyhasve, bil nanesta blishecr
office said Wednesday, but it alternative school or program
offered no hard guidelines on for dealing with students who
how this should be ac- disrupt the educational
The question was asked by .Preees"This'" hoesuaa 'ltil); means a
complishad. _ -
Hodges Cheaney, chairman of complete educational
the Henderson Human Rights . program and often one that
Commission.. operates in separate quarters
Asst. Atty. Gen. Robert with a separate staff and with
Chenoweth said it was rules, curriculum and
hypothetical - no actual case scheduling adopted to meet
was cited but that the individual needs of suspc-iided
problem apparently is or expelled students,"
widespread and should be Chenoweth said. -
recognized as the. cerise of Cheaney was told that the
crime in the streets. decision of a local school
"This is a bag of worms," he board is.final in regard to the
commented. "We don't have rights of appealt for an ex-
the means or requirement trtA pelledstudent.
develop alternatives, but _I
wonder if in due time we're
not going to come to that."
Chesney first asked what
parents or a guardian could do
to obtain schooling for an
expelled student. -
"It would be possible,
although not necessarily
practical for ( them) . . to
establish legal residence in
another school district aria
seek to have the child enrolled
in that school," Chenoweth
replied in advice which has no
force of law.
"A strong argument could
be made, however, that since
we have a unitary system of
schools in Kentucky, a school
may refuse to enroll a child
who has been expelled from
another school system in the.
state," he said.
He suggested another
possibility - enrolling the
child in a private or parochial
regular day school approved
FIGURE SALON,
Dixieland Center. Call
for "free visit and in-
formation. 753-61181.
FOR FREE OIL and





you to bring your
Volkswagon, Porsche,






bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-005. Free parking




DO YOU believe the Holy
Bible is God's inspired
word? Would you like to
learn more about God's
plan for you? Call 753-
0964. It is not a recor-




Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.
THE FLEA MARKET
Bargain Center is now
open, Dover, Tennessee.
Operated by Joe Bailey
and Linda • , located
in the (Old Je Martin
Building), 3 nlea West
of Dover on Highway 79.
Across from Uncle does
Discount Store. Hun-
dreds of items. Some
- brand new. Open 6 days





Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Monday-
Thursday 7:30-11:30;
Friday /Sr Saturday 7:30-
3:30. Appointment at








WHAT WE do best is
care. NEEDLINE, 753-
E033.
I. BUY RAW Nis lot my
























For Only A Dollar
...And That Includes
toffee And Tax! 
One Buck Gets It
All...At Perkins.
Weekdays Til 10 AM
...Try It!
Advertisers ore
requested to check the





ANY ERkOR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE-
LY SO. PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM-
PTLY IN CASE OF AN
,ERROR
6 Help Wanted
EARN MONEY. No in-
vestment. Take Catalog
Orders for Lisa Jewels.
Call Toll FREE 800-631-
1258 for FREE
• CATALOG SALES KIT.
A NEW OPENING FOR
full time salesperson for













Will keep you cozy this winter in this lovely three
bedroom two bath home with formal dining
room, large eat-in kitchen, living room, utility
room, den with wood burning fireplace and built
in bookshelves, attached 2-car garage with extra






2 5-4 O. Experience
preferred but will train.
Apply in own hand-
writing, pa$
experience, age, marital





BE A SARA CON-
VENTRY fashion show
director, full or part
time. Opportunity` for
local manager, no in-
vestments, no delivery.
Call today! Call 753-2290.
$2 0 0.0 0 WEEKLY
possiuie stuffing en-
velopes. Send selt- '
addressed, stamped
envelope. Edray Mails,
Box 188, Albany, MO
- 64402. . • •
OVERSEAS JOBS
MOST SKILLS NEE DEO'
,Earn $3,000.Montb -
Many Other Benefits
F Or 163 ;+,); (Jr:
Name , Ackpressnd Sir In to
INTElihNAT lOtsi DIVISION
Box 12766, bailas. T X. .7522
•
WORK AT HOME in
spare time earn $250-60
per 1000 stuffing en-
velopes. Send 25 cents
_plus stamped, self-
' addressed envelope to:
Terry Lane Enterprises,
P. 0. Box 289, Hobart,
Indiana 46342.
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NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
or new spray equipment
for ' spring. Agri-
Products has them. Call
753-2958.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing





organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across






















grads for position in
Murray. First year
_ income Average 1124000
plus bonuses. All
company benefits,
training in Dallas, Tex:











company will add one
person to staff in order
r to serve the Murray
area. If you want to be
your own boss and want
no limit to your ear-
nings, call 502-443-8294
between 10 a. m. and 2 p.






Brandon, 6031/2 N. 18th.
$100.00 AND MORE
weekly possible working
Part Time at home. Age
and Education no
barrier. Senii self ad-
dressed statnped en-
velop. King, Box 233













NIAMIYA C 330 camera,
normal and wide angle








* CLOSURE kits. Mar-
bleized and solid colors
can be installed by
amateur. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Kyio,








and Service, 500 Maple





FOR SALE - zig zag
sewing machine. Full




Sell beautiful products -
you'll find you never
looked so good. No
experience necessary.
Call 753-5750 in Murray
or write Glenda Duke,

















foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.
FUR, Red Fox, $45.00.
Grey fox, $30.00.
• Muskrat, $5.00. Minh






Vit ecked- cars needed.
Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.






anything like it," say
users of Blue Lustte
carpet cleaner: Rent
electric shampooer. Big

















buy, sell or horsetrade,
036 South 4th. Call 436-
E575.
26 Ti Radio
LLOYDS HO WAITS AM-
FM 8 track solid state
stereo, with G. E. tur-
ntaple. $125 or best
offer. Call 753-4029.
1973 THREE BEDROOM,




1973 12 x II Criterion,
fully furnished, and
carpeted. Call 753-5807.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
FOR RENT - large
• mobile home on lake.
Blood River area. $60
month. Call 436-2427.
TRAILER FOR RENT.
Dills Trailer Court. Call
753-9104 or nights 753-
1551.
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home, at Green Acres.
Call 7534043.
10 x 50 ALL ELECTRIC.
Water and garbage
pickup furnished. One
mile out of city limits.
Call. 7534405 after 5p.
m.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for









except for stove and
refrigerator. Couple
with one child. Call 753-
9668 or 753-0908.
HOUSE WITH SPACE for
horse. Call 753-8430.








'10K. "(OUIRE 114killt-f) CARTER',-;
I NAUGORAT ION -50 KNOCK 1T OF F"






MENT for rent. Close to
M.S.U. Call 753-6564.
FURNISHED APART-
MENT in New Concord.
$50 a month. Call 436-
2427:
33 Room, FH Rent
















cage. $30.00 for both. 10
speed bike, $175. Call
753-0260_.
ALL DESIGNER sheets
reduced 40 per cent, all
toilet seats reduced 40
per cent, all candle 1/2
price, all shower Cur-
tains 1/2 price, all
tablecloths reduced .25
per cent, one group
decorator pillows





made an' size for an-
tique beds or campers.








32 Apartments For Rent
EFFICIENCY APART-
MENT, partial utilities













Central heat and air.












ment for a, 3 or 4







South 16th Street, 753-
6609.
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 436-
34 Houses For Rent
COUNTRY HOME, 30
acres. Three bedrooin, 6
buildings, February 1.
References. Call 753-
2594 after 9 p. m.
36 Tof Rent en Lease
FOR -RENT-OR LEASE.
retail store building on
south side court square
--Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2633.
GROCERY STORE and




FOR LEASE - Building,




Setter, male, 18 months
old. Housebroken,
gentle with children.
Good w j100 00
Call 762-3397 8 a.
m. to 4:30 p. m.
SHOW QUALITY
Basset's, champion bred




WANT TO MOVE OUT?
Three bedroom brick in





wall to wall carpeting in
all rooms, built-in kit-
chen With one wall
brick. Central heat and
air, and attached
garage. Large utility
room, could be used as
study. Priced in upper
30•s. Call KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1722. We
work in all kinds of
weather.
TWO ACRES OF land





homes up to the 20's.
Come by Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate, across from the
post office or call 763-
3263.
APPROXIMATELY 112
acres located on Ky. 280
near the TVA Wildcat
Creek recreation area.
Property is 011tooth sides'
of the road_with a long
road frontage that could










home at a bargain price-
rrnine is well-
constructed and in-
sulated, has 2 bedrooms,
bath, livign room and
kitchen. Located on
quiet street in nice
neighborhood. Also,
outside storage building.
Priced at only $12,750.
Don't delay,- call us
uday on tlas eeellent
buy. KOPPERUD
_REA.LTY,-753-1222.
COZY COMFORT is the
word fsr this attractive
three bedroom brick
Veneer lsoine -on wooded
corner lot in 'Westwood
Subdivision. City water
and sewer, 2 baths, all
built-ins in kitchen,
central heat and air,
patio, 2 car garage with
double concrete
drive.way. New and
ready for someone to
move right in You will
love the up-to-the-
minute appointments.




HIGHWAY 641 N. at Almo






house di outdoor storage
building. Lot is approx.
142 acres. Under $19,000..
Call 753-8080 or come by
105 N. 12th St., Boyd-
Majors Real Estate.
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 75371651
46 Homes For Sale
NEW THREE bedroom,









46. Homes For Sale
HOUSE AND LOT, 407 N.
3rd Street, Murray, Ky.





building. Call 753-3257 or
753-4140. .
BIG HOUSE for family,




FOR SALE - A 2 becIrOom







Call 7534734 for further
information..
For Sole
By Owner - Brick, 3
bedrooms, 11/2 baths,
large den, 2 car
garage, central heat
and air, near Murray








$4125.110 op, fleeced, reedy Is wee. Also Kean, ye* build, a
I.. se 6200.00. Sc I ea is 34 EMI staadard, be/ will peeeet
wry site needed. Bey tb• best her less




Honda 550 four . with
windjammer. Call 753-
2226.
30. IN. -HIGH trail mini
bike. Great Christmas
Gift. Good price. Call
753-73Zi- _
49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
1974 V. W. Super Beetle,






FOR SALE 1970 Buick
Electra 225 has all
power and air, cruise
control. Extra clean car.
$1575. Also have 1958
E_dsel Pacer with rebuilt
engine and refinished
body, $600. If interested
call 753-6564.
1973 CUTLASS Supreme.





Nice car. Call 474-2346:
1969 FORD TRUCK 360
automatic, new mud and
snow fires. See at
Murray Motel, Room 4.
Priced $350.00 for quick
sale.
1971 TORINO, air, new
ti-es, - goad-condition-,




stereo, tape, tilt, power
Window and seat, fac-
_tory wheels. New tires,
Call 492-8566. -
1963 FORD customized
van, - -nag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Cali -432-
8441.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1977 CAMARO, AM
• stereo. Six cylinder. One
month old. Call 767-2550.





air, bucket seats, AM-'
FM stereo tape. 350 four
barrel. Call 469-2666.
1971 DODGE VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 44
ton. Call 435-4113 after 6.
50 Campers
16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
51 Services Offered
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call boug
Taylor at 753-2310 for






Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
GLASS REPAIR WORK
for storm windows and
doors. Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass







Call Ralph Worley, 753-
0708.
TILE - TILE - TILE.
Cohiplete patio and
pprches, brick and tile,
showers, entrance,
kitchens. Call J. R.
Hamilton, 753-8500.
FAIN'S ELECTRICAL
Service.  Residential; 
mobile home-hookur
and service. Licensed.
Rbger Fa1n, 435-4539. -
ELECTRICAL- WIRING








Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street, next to Drive-In
Theatre.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE








house dres at. the •rpg•
EFFECTIVEL1-
clots rtntes and ratuu,0S
dee0 down P.,1 and
0,,meC a wrote sagata,
ECONOMICALLY-
: cans the way
pr1,a1suanals Po--as
a .raca.o. i Or cos,
,•Oki SAPP UP $0
$25 00 PEP 100$11
IA
Rent for only 512 00 a day
Bel-Air Decor Store
5.4 k.• (sot., 753 16.11
DISTRIBUTOR
We are in the booming automotive parts after-
market. No selling-we supply the accounts. Up to
MO weekly part time. Up to $750 or more full
time. • $2,995 investment for inventory. For in-
formation write enclosing phone number and ad-
dress to: WAYCO CORPORATION, 175 Fulton










carpenter work or light
hauling. Call 753-4707.





Parts Dept. Now Open











by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
WILL DO inside or out-




of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water





ficient service.' NO job




work needs call John




bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.















struction Co., Route 2,
Box 4094 Paducah, Ky.







Call 7534827 or 75341618.
-June. JOLnson




Thurs., Fri., & Sat.'s
Only
June would like to invite
all her former patrons



























53 Feed And Seed
















board for elderly lady.
Able to walk and take




Saturday, Jan. 22, 8 p.m.
Calloway Co. High School Gym
featuring
The Hinsons - Florida Boys
Dixie Echoes
•1 
Tickets on sale now in main lobby of both
downtown banks.
Children 2 00 advance, 2.00 at the door, Adult
3.50 advance, 4.00 at the door.
Spons4 By Fraternal Order of Police
Attention
the Citizens of the
City of Murray:
The City of Murray is going to haste a BRUSH_
pickup starting January 17 - March-18 of 1977.
This is a BRUSH pir-kup nnly' Relow Ls a set-of
rules that gua be followed_ to insure that your
brush will be picked up:
Brush and tree trimmings mu.st be cut and
placed within 10' of the edge of street with butt
ends facing the street. Brush must be no larger
than At" at butt end, and 8 in length. Brush can-
not be picked up if vines, briars, wire, lumber, or
other foreign objects are mixed in with brush.
Measethe, saw sad abide by Riese revelations.
Do Not Call The Office
We will not make special trips anywhere.
-Signed













Mrs. Bessie Prather of
Mayfield Route Five died
Tuesday at 4:10 p.m: at th'i
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah._She was 65 years of
age.
Funeral services are being
held today at one p.m. at the
chapel .of the Linn Funeral
▪ IIUwe, Benton, with the Rev.
B. Cope officiating. Burial
will be in the Mt. Olive
Cemetery in Calloway. County.
Mrs. Prather is survived by
her husband, Robey Prather;
two sons, Eltis Prather of
Mayfield Route Five and
Wendell Prather of Mayfield;
• two sisters, Mrs. Esiie HOIlan
and Mrs. Letha Short, both of
:Mayfield Route Five; four
• brothers. -Wilbur Haley,
Benton Route One, Ben,
Homer, and Oather Haley, all
. Mayfield Route-, Five...half makes it easy, because
—Or-otheamllai_e-Y...M&Y-ftelizi--neither:orte of .u.s_is trying to
Route Five; five grand- flOor Show theother."
Now that the two have left
the Grammy Award-winning
Fifth Dimension, they can
experiment more with their
harmonic impressions, using
the free and easy, smooth and
uncluttered style they helped
establish with the group.
Marilyn and Billy had been
with the Fifth Dimension since.
McCoo, Davis Get Together
And Musie Hits The Charts
children.
Deanna Kay Cross
Rites Held Suna ay
Graveside services for
beanna Kay Cross, infant
daughter of the Rev: and Mrs.
Larry Cross of Route Twa,
Calvert City, were held
Sunday in the Salyers
Cemetery with the Rev. Cross.
officiating.
infant _daughter died
Friday • the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital:
Survivors are her parents
and one brother, William
Michael Cross, Route. Two,
_Calvert City; grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Cross and
Mrs. Martha Crowley, Bentotr- --
• Route Seven; great grand-
parents, Mr. and Mrs. 'Lee
_Crowley and-Charlie Riley of
Benton Route Seven.
NEW'YORK (AP) —
Marilyn McCoo — a name that
hints -of a-gentle -songbird.




And together they're on the
record charts and the air-
waves across the nation with
an upbeat' song they sing to
each other — "You Don't
Have to Be a Star."
In fact, this husband and
wife team never really sings
to an audience. Their tunes
are for each other.
"We try to make it a unified
effort," said Marilyn.
"We want to get our song
..ac.ross,." Billy added. "And it
better come across because if
doesn't, it's a lie. We love -
each other."
Marilyn beamed at Billy,
and he continued, "We respect
each other's work. That
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service'
January 20,1977
Kentucky Puiehase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipt, Act 658 Est 500 Barrows &
1 00 lower
US 1-2 200-2301bs. 839.75-40.00
A&1-1 2404b .
US 2-4 240-'260 IDS $38.50-39.25
US 3-4 Z0-28,0 lbs. . 137.50-38.50
Sows
. US 1-2 270-350 lbs  S31.00-32.00
US i-aoo-soolbs. .. $3200-.34.50
US 1-3500.650 lbs 834.50-3500
















reached on 7 5 3-
1916 and 753-1917
.its inception 10 years ago. The
decision to leave was not a
hasty one. .
"We wanted to experiment a
little bit more," Billy said.
"We ielt_we were becoming
stagnant because our creative
senses were staying on on*.
level. I knew the move was
necessary — I was just
waiting for Marilyn to make
up her mind."
Marilyn admitted to being
somewhat apprehensive about
the move. "I just didn't know
where this new venture would
take me," she said.
-Two months before we
were ready to leave, Marilyn
said: 'I'm kind of scared,"
Billy remembered. said: 'If
Oil want to stay, then stay.
But. I have to move.' I was
giving her space. Besides, all
our decisions are made
together."
Davis, 38, was born in St.
Louis. He started singing in
the fifit _grade_ai often- veal.
used by his teacher to
demonstrate harmony _ to
youngsters in the other
grades. He eventually sang in
the high school choir and with
church gospel groups.
Later, he opened a nightclub
in St. Louis and ran it until
1965, when he drifted. to Los
Angeles and met Lamonte
McLemore, who was forming
Katharine E. Mason of Murray, a music education
major at Murray State University, will present her senior
recital on the campus Thursday, Jan. 27. Scheduled at
8:13 p. m. in the Farrell Recital Hall of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, the program will include selections for
the viola by Beethoven, Bach, and Walton.
Miss Mason, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Neale B.
Mason, is a member of Sigma Alpha Iota, -flie
professional music fraternity for women, the Owen-
sboro and the Jackson, Tenn. Symphony Orchestras, the
Murray State Symphony Orchestra and Baroque En-
semble, and she is a teacher in the Murray State
elementary string progpm.
..was included in_the 1916.77 edition ot "Who's
Who in American Colleges and Universities" for
academic excellence and campus leadership. The
recital is in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the
Bachelor of Music Education degree.
NOTICE
Due To The Energy Crisis
We Have Cut Back
Our Heat And Lights
And Shortened Our Hours.
Hours through Saturday




Miss Mecca, who doesn't
likp to talk about her age,
started singing when she was
about seven and studied voice
for five years. She was been in
New Jersey but raised in Los
, Angeles where she graduated
from the University of
California with a degree in
business administration.
was really . in theater. I
wanted to act," she said. But
her first experiences with
the stage left bitter im-
pressions because of what she
said was a head-on collision
with racism.
"In high school I tried out
for a role in The Enchanted
Cottage," she recalled. "I got
through the finals, and / just
knew that even if I didn't get
the ' lead, I Would .get
something. I ended up *ith
nothing. Nothing.
"The frustration of talented
black youth is criminal."
LAKE DATA'
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355.6;
up 0.2.
Below dam 305.6, up 0.1.
Sunset 5:08. Sunrise 7:07.
Moon sets 5:32 p.m., rises
Thursday 7:32 a.m.
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
Hettblein Inc.. ......... 30t.
McDonalds Corp. 50.*
Ponderosa Systems 641
Klinberly Clark .... .. ,11ne
Union Cirbide 'sr.
W. R Grace 301/2
Texaco 2344 WC
General Elec 534. -4-
GAF Corp •  12,* unc
Georgia Pacific ...... 35% +0 -
Pfizer 26'.
Jim Walters - -36 unc
Kirsch  1r.
Disney..  • . 4334 -
Franklin_ Mrnt , ........ ...... 29 . 't
Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
today furnished to the Ledger & Tunes by
I. M. Simon Co. are as follows:
Ind9Jtv.
Airco 31 +1'.
Am. Motors ....... ... 4 -L.
Ashland Oil , ........ 34 uric
AT&T 62-4* +
Ford Motor 60T* uric
Gen. Dynamics $74t +2
Gen. Motors 747*





Republic Steel  3244 • I.
Singer Mfg 21 unc
Taer ncu 
W rn Uruon  194,* ,
Zenith Radio  .244* -At
Teens' Who tare To
Sponsor Benefit
Skating Party
The Murray High School
Club "Teens Who Care" will
sponsor a skating party
Saturday, January 22, at the
new skating rink on 641 N.
from 10:10 p. m. till 12:10 a. m.
The admission for skating
will be 50 cents plus a nice
useable toy.
All toys will be taken to the
special children of Outwood
Institution in Dawson Springs
by members of the club.
The public is invited to help




A new church, the Em-
manuel Independept
Missionary Baptist Mission,
has been organized at
Puryear, Tenn.
The first meeting was- held
on December, 19, 1976, and the
church is presently holding
worship services in the home
of Bro:-AarotiVeWherter on
Chestnut Street in Puryear.
Services are held on Sunday
at 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., 6:30
p.m., and 7:00 p.m. and on
Wednesday at 7:00 p.m.
District Women's
Meet Cancelled
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette,
Murray, governor of the First
District Federation of the
Kentucky.Wornen's Clubs, has
announced the cancellation of
the first district winter
workshop scheduled for




The workshop was to be held
from 9:00 a. m. to 1:00 p. m.
with the Hazel Woman's Club
as the host club.
FIRE SALE
NEW YORK (AP) - Sallie
Marr, mother of Lenny Bruce,
wilr appear it Alah 'Arkin's new
comedy "Fir Sale'," Twentieth
C.e ntur y-F o x announced
reeentlY. The film stars Arkin,
Rob Reiner, -Vincent efardenia,
Anjanetteltomer, Kay Medford
and Sid Caesar,
Weather Problems Persist (Continued from Page 2)
Despite the general warming trend,
Kentucky's energy and river tran-
spiration problems persisred.
Hazard drafted plans to evacuate its
5,500Acitizens when the locally owned
Hazard Gas Co. lost most of its pipeline
pressure 'because of record use. City
Manager Leslie Combs said that civil
defense crews were prepared to house
and feed citizens in public schools.
The city asked all businesses served
by the gas company to shut down until
the crisis passes.
In the western Kentucky town of
Providence, thirsty citizens were still
awaiting the resumption of water
service-. The city's system broke 'down
Monday when its two pumping stations
buckled under, the extreme tem-
peratures.
partial service was restored to some
customers late Wednesday, but
engineers were unable to bring pipe
pressure u_p to levels that would allow
service to all customers.
In Louisville, Mayor Harvey Sloane
ordered thermostats turned back to 68
degrees in government buildings
- during the day and to 60 degrees
overnight. In addition, the Louisville
Gas & Electric Co. cut back on supplies
to some downtown buildings.
Oas and electric utilities throughout
tbe7STIT1'191OrtetrSIITIIIV pronlems
-trying to meet unprecedented winter
demands. The fuel problem forced
many businesses and government
offices to close down, while others
reduced working hours and lowered
thermostat readings.
Morehead officials have ordered
distribution of pamphlets detailing
ways to save energy after the city was
"ordered fined for overuse of gas sup-
plies by its supplier, the Tennessee Gas
Transmission Co.
Late Wednesday, the utility agreed to
allow Morehead to overuse its supplies,
but must pay back like amounts of fuel
later in the year.
The ice-clogged Ohio River was
reported virtually impassable again
today, and the NWS termed the
situation "critical." -
Many towns and cities rely on river
barges for deli-very of salt and other
highway-clearing chemicals, as well as
fuel oil that is being used as an
alternate fuel in buildings equipped to
use alternate fuels.-
Another Ohio River problem has
police agencies in river cities working
Overtime. Many Citizens who weren't
around in 1948 when the big river last
froze have been taking walks on the
foot-thick ice coVer.
Police have attempted, mostly in
vain, to keep people off the river,
saying that there were weak spots that
could give way. Anyone falling thrn_ugh.
siich a fissure would probably die
before rescue units could act, police
warned. •
Hospitals throughout the state
reported that injuries from falls and
frnstbite have risen sharpOy, and many
facilities report a shortage of blood.
Several spokesman said that donations
_
have fallen sharply because mobile
blood units are able to reach many
communities 'because of snow-covered
roads.
Even such a staple as milk has been
threatened by COM weather. .
A spokesman for the Kyana Division
of Dairymen Inc., a cooperative, said
that farmers have been unable to clean
milk machines because of frozen water
pipes and are thus unable to meet strict
purity standards. ,
The spokesman said that some
shipments have been cancelled to
distant markets, and continued
freezing temperatures could hamper
deliveries in Kentucky and southern
Indiana.
Cold Strains Power Plants
By WILLIAM MORRISSEY
Associated Prep Writer
, Despite a lettip in subzero tem-
peratures, the current cold spell is
putting mounting strain-.on generating _
plants, gas pipelines and water traffic
in the eastern two-thirds of the nation. "
Hundreds_ of thousands of workers '
and school children were stayingheine
a s far'tntie.S...anst—schaals.446natnacl-.
closed to conserve fuel.
Oranges froze on trees in Florida and
. fishermen were kePt off the frozen
Chesapeake Bay, A 160-mile stretch of
the frozen northern Mississippi River
was officially closed, stranding hun-
dreds of barges and towboats — many
of them' Carrying fuel supplies.
Temperatures were still cold
throughout the region, with little
change expected tnday.
In Miami, snow flurries fell Wed-
nesday for the ' first time since the
National Weather Service began
keeping, records in the 1880s. The af-
ternoon high was a chilly 47 degrees —
the lowest recorded high temperature
ever there.
In„.North‘-Dakota, they were calling
the. 20-,and 30-degree readings a-
January thaw after the extreme cold
earlier in the week. The higher
readings, however, posed a new
problem.
"A marked increase in the cases of.
tho.xpinnav cold and other illnesses
.•
have been noted to correspond with
warm periods during the cold season,"
weathermen at Bismarck warned. .
The common cold was not %varying
officials'in at least 21 states. They were
concerned with -energy emergencies"
— shorthges, near-shortages, or severe
strain on power plants or pipelines that
carry • natural gas to residences,
- businesses-anctinclustriafpinnts:----- - --
Warnings were phrased variously,
but the message was the same: Con-
serve.
—Officials Of the Dayton (Ohio)
Power & Light Co. said Wednesday they
• would tell business and industrial
customers that when they exceeded'
their winter natural gas allotments,
service would be terminated.
—Electric power customers in
Louisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas and
parts of Missouri were told Wednesday
to conserve or face "periodic in-
terruption of electric service" during
peak demand daytime hours. The
warning eame from Middle South
Utilities Co., a distribution system for
power companies in the four-state area.
There were disruptions to
_ businessmen and farmers:
—The 7,300 persons who make OW
living harvesting clams, oysters and
fish from Chesapeake Bay have suf-
fered losses of $20 million, said'
Maryland Gov. Marvin Mandel. He
asked the Agriculture Department for




Sundance Collection of Regular
Wallpaper by Style Perfect:
A beautiful collection at beautiful savings of 40%.




2 75 to F97
t - -A' • 0, - •'iHandi-Hang' Wallcoverings a ' 
it ff
, 4 k,
Collection by Style Perfect: 0
They're pre-pasted so . .
they're easy to hang 776 to 796 .3. „




Pre-pasted, of course. Vinyl-coated and
washable. They're 440 to a 56
Fairview' Collection of
strippable, too 
- Reg 3 45 to 9'l'.
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of-our free clinics. -
lb make a reservation,






• A great value at our everyday
price. Choose from hundreds
of decorator colors.
Free decorating service.
Use BankAmericard, Master Charge,
your Sherwin-Williams charge.
Or our Home Decorating Plan Account.
1700 stores, including one near you.
Save 25%
Custom Draperies.
Give your windows a fresh
new outlook with custom
draperies in a wide selection
of decorative fabrics at a 25%
savings. We'll measure your
widdows and taildr your
draperies exactly. Installation
not included in sale price.
Sale gilds Jan. 31  
r„.
South'iide Manor Shopping Center -
Murray, Ky. 753-3321
All wallcoverings
packaged in
double rolls.
